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CHAPTER I 
STAT~fENT AND DISCUSSIO N OF THE PROBLEM 
l. statement of the Problem 
The purpose of this study is to obtain information 
concerning the major factors which contribute to the 
occurrence of school leaving before g raduation in the 
junior and senior hi gh schools of worcester, Massachusetts. 
The findin gs of this inquiry may provide a basis for 
i mp lementing changes in the curriculum which will meet 
the needs, interests and abilities of the p upils and 
pe rhaps suggest a need for an ex tension of the guidance 
services. It is hoped that the study may also identify 
I 
)I 
,, 
the specific areas wherein there is occasion for a more 
thoroug h understanding of young people and their problems. I 
A study of the reasons for leaving school will be utilized ~ 
to indicate potential drop-outs in order that they may 
be recognized early enough to attemp t the necessary 
adjustments. 
As there is to be an expansion of a building program 
in the form of two new junior high schools and one senior 
h i g h school in ·worcester within the next three years, it 
would seem that the information obtained in this study 
mi ght help the school administration in the planning of 
-1-
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the curricula for the proposed schools. 
2. Importance of the Problem 
Recent discussions of eduationa l problffas have 
revealed that schools ought to take the same interest 
in their produc ts tha t industry takes in its output. 
A follow-up study of each school leaver is a vital 
tec hnique that enables a schoo l to evaluate its past, 
]/ 
and to p lan for the future . Erickson and Smith state 
that: 
11 Schoo ls are becoming increasingly cognizant 
of the vital importance of adequate follow-up 
studies of school leavers. Through no other means 
can the effectiveness of the school progra~ be 
accurately appraised . " 
It has been said that fifty per cent of the young 
peop le who enter high school do not remain to be 
gr aduated. This is probab l y sub stantially correct, 
although exact statistics a re not available. What is 
usually done is to subtract the 12th grade membership 
from the 9th g rade figures , a procedure which gives a 
general idea of the situation but does not allow for 
other factors, such as transfers of students from school 
to school, which ought to be taken into accoun t. several 
I 
II of the large city school s y stems have now attacked this 
17C. E . Erickson and Glen E. Smith, Organization and 
:Ad..rninistration of Guidance Services, Mc Graw-Hi ll Book 
Company, New-York, 1947, p . 9. 
I 
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prob l em jointly i n an effort t o deve lop a tec hn i que for 
keep ing r e cords which wi ll p ern i t an exact determinat i on 
of holding p ower. The drop-out p ro b lem ha s b een discussed 
in the newspapers a nd ma g a z in es fo r several years a nd 
p op u l a r ar t ic l es in these pub licati ons have aroused 
much i nterest among parents a nd fri e n d s of youth a s we ll 
a s of teac hers. 
Thi s is not a simp le prob l em. No high schoo l with a 
serious s e ns e of its responsibilities for yo uth and wi th 
an unders t an di n g o f its purpo ses an d f unctions today will 
deny that l i mitat i ons of its pro Gr am or s ervices are t he 
c a uses o f ~any withdrawals, but i n fa irnes s it mus t b e 
said tha t one must l ook beyond the h i gh schoo l fo r other 
contributing fa ctors. This me ans that the home and the 
c orrr_n uni ty a s well as the schCJo ls ma y need t o t ake a close 
l ook at themselves whi l e t hey p onder the hi gh school 
morta li ty rate. 
'I That t he home a n d the c o:nm un i t y a r e interested in 
II the eff e cts of the drop-out prob l e m, whe ther or not they 
are c once rned with the c a use, is obvi ou s. The out-of-
school you.th, until he find s emp lo yme nt a nd s o:neticnes 
aft ervvard , often presents a problem to his fa11i ly, hi s 
f ri en ds, perhaps h is own brothers and s isters, who may 
still b e in scho ol, and t n us living a d iffere nt k ind o f 
li fe from h i s be c ause of dif f ering interests and 
l 
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activities. In any area, jobs are very hard to find for 
the drop-out. For example, in heavy industries a minimum 
age of 18 years ls very common, while he must compete with 
high school graduates for employer preference in an era 
of rising educational standards. 
In many cases, after the peak of world war II 
employment had passed, youths under 18 who had been hired 
for the emergency were the first to be released from 
their jobs. 
The only follow-up known to the author that has been 
successfully carried out at worcester is one entitled 
nworcester public Schools Look At Their 1951 Graduates" 
by Dr. Thomas E. Christensen, director of Guidance. 
y 
These data are significant for a study of the graduates 
but there is a need to determine what becomes of the 
student who leaves school before graduation. 
In assembling information relevant to this i~portant 
problem of why pupils leave school before graduation, it 
is evident that many other t h ings of real interest to 
counselors and other guidance workers in the senior and 
junior hi gh schools of worcester may be discovered. 
l. Why do they leave school? 
2. What would have encouraged them to remain in 
school? 
1/Thomas E. Christensen, worcester Public schools Look At 
Their 1951 Graduates, worcester School Report, 1952. 
II 
I 
I 
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3. In what occupations are they now engaged? 
4· How do they get their first jobs? 
5. Where do the drop-outs find jobs? 
6. Are they happy in their work? 
7. What sources of assistance do they use in 
securing their positions? 
5 
8. Have they made a definite choice of an occupation? 
9. What subjects have been of most value to them in 
their daily life? 
10. What subjects have been of least value? 
11. What subjects were failed by the drop-outs most 
frequently? 
1 2 . From what sections of the city do the drop-outs 
come? 
13. Do they regret having left school? 
14. When did they get "tiredn or 11 sick n of school? 
15. How can the school be of greater service to its 
students? 
It is hoped that through this study the administrators 
and teachers of the senior and junior high scho ols of 
worcester will become cognizant of certain factors that 
will lead to curriculum revision and a better understanding 
of the abilities, interests and needs of the students to 
the end that there will be fewer drop-outs. 
3. The Community 
Worcester is a city of 202,000 inhabitants situated 
I in the heart of the Cormnonwealth. It is noted for the 
-r= 
I 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
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number and variety of its manufacturing establishments. 
Among the numerous factories are those producing steel, 
wire, abrasives, grinding wheels, leather belting, 
textiles, textile machinery, machine tools, shoes, paper 
goods, clothing, steam and electric cars, wire goods and 
airplane parts. 
6 
This city has a public school population of about 
25,000 pupils, has three college preparatory high schools, 
one commercial high school, one trade high school for boys 
and one for girls, three junior high schools, and forty-
four elementary schools. 
counseling services are offered in all high schools 
and junior high schools with group guidance and orientation 
courses offered only in the junior high schools. 
4· course of study 
The curriculum of a school often is a major factor 
in determining whether or not students will finish high 
school and the grade of work which they will accomplish 
while in attendance. 
It took more than half a century to make public 
secondary education the comnon heritage of all American 
boys and girls, y et one in five of all youths as 
represented by the fifth grade of the country's schools 
do no t reach high school, and that at l east half of those 
II-
II 7 
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who do enter hi gh school drop out befo r e graduation. rt 
does seem reasonable to expect th a t studies should be made 
that would lead to the exploration of the possibilities of 
educational reorganization which mi ght encourage y outh to 
remain in school. 
In the worcester senior and junior high schools the 
two main courses are the college preparatory and the 
commercial courses, in addition to a special course in 
agriculture given at one hi gh school. Copies of these 
courses of study are g iven in the appendix. 
The college preparatory course is designed for pupils 
who are planning to enter college, state teachers colle ge 
or a hos p ital for t h e training of nurses. Those who are 
able to complete their curriculum with certificate grades 
in all their subjects may enter thos e schools that accept 
students without an entrance examination. 
The commercial course is desi gne d for those who are 
plannin g careers as steno g raphers, t yp i sts, secretaries 
or bookkeepers. Bookkeeping, typewriting, office practice 
or filing or offi ce machines are required subjects. 
The agriculture curriculum is a four-year course with 
courses closely p r e scribed to the subject. pupils who 
take this course enter t he stockbridge Agriculture school 
II 
upon g raduation or follow their agricultural interests. I II 
This is not a college preparatory course. 
8 
'J:he courses a t the 'l'rade lii gh 0chools are desi gne d to 
develop good tradesmen and good citizens. ~ach department 
has its related subject mat ter where the technical elemen ts 
of the trade are taught. 'l'he :pupils actually work at the 
trades , practicing operations a lready learne d in the class-
rooms. 
Except for the curriculum at the Trade .Hi gh Schools, 
the school sys tem se ems geared to t he college :prepa ratory 
student and the bus i ness student, and there is n o :provis ion 
f or the pot ential drop-ou t. I f we a re to hold y oung pe ople 
in our schools , we mus t design even tua lly a. curriculum 
which vvi ll meet their parti cular nee ds . ;)chools which provid~ 
s pecial facilities would, of course , be a gre a t asset in 
a cc omplish i ng this t a sk . 
5. De limitation 
'.L'his study is concerne d vvi th 300 non-gra duates of the 
senior and junior high schools of i'ior cester from .i"ebruary 
1950 to l' ebruary 1952. unly those non- gradu ates who 
reporte d to their counselors bef ore leavi ng are concen1ed 
in thi s study . 
--
CHAPTER II 
RELATED RESEARCH 
l. The Follow-up Study 
The follow-up program of a school is vital for two 
I 
reasons. rt furnishes the school and community with data II 
which are valuable in adjusting curricula and determining 
causes for school drop-outs as viewed in retrospect by the 
early school leavers; and it renews a contact with the 
school which is sometLmes valuable in re-enrolling the 
pupil. Another phase of service accomplished by a follow-
up program has to do with the worth-whileness of various 
aspects of the school progrrun as expressed by the success 
in life or the opinions of former pupils in relation to 
1 the effectiveness of the school prog ram. 
"The school may ascertain the cause of its tcrop 
failures' and 'unmarketable crops' by evaluating its 
curriculum, instructional service, and guidance 
practices in the li ght of findings revealed by the 
records of school-leavers, and make necessary changes 
and modifications. Follow-up studies of school 
leavers may also become valuable as: instruments of 
research, extensions of the individual inventory, aids 
in determining guidance services to be offered school 
leavers, and as tguide postst in school policy-
making."l/ 
1/Royce E. Brewster, Franklin R. zeran, Techniques of 
Follow-Up study of School Leavers, Educational Bulletin 
No. 17, California Test Bureau, Los Angeles, California, 
I p. l. I 
-9- 'I 
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1/ 
In Techniques of Guidance by A. E . Traxler,- the 
author questions whether a school has discharged its full 
guidance responsibility if it gives a pupil careful 
attention while he is in school, but abruptly terminates 
its interest in him when he is graduated. 
2/ 
Leslie Chisholm - further confirms this by the 
following: 
"The school has a definite responsibility toward 
former students, not only until they secure employ-
ment, but also until they are successfully located 
in the type of work most in harmony with their talents II 
and their preparation. 
All youth leaving high school must have the 
assurance that they can turn back to the school for 
guidance whenever needed. The follow-up is one means 
of extending an invitation to make use of the 
guidance offerings in order to help all pupils, 
graduates and non-graduates. 
The information obtained from a follow-up will 
help counselors, teachers and administrators to 
understand the conditions and problems of youth 
employment and unemployment, the extent and trends 
of employment of young people, the problems faced 
by boys and girls in school and out; what assistance 
~nd safeguards they are g iven by the community; the 
nature of the jobs they find; how well they succeed 
in their work; and what satisfaction they obtain from 
it - in terms of self-development, creative effort, 
and social usefulness. These data are a benchmark 
from which further study can be launched. 
The information obtained from a follow-up can be 
extremely valuable in group g uidance or orientation 
1/A. E. Traxler, Techniques of Guidance, Harper and Brother 
New York, 1945, p. 318. 
I 
2/Leslie L. Chisholm, Guiding Youth in the Secondary School, 
American Book co., New York, 1945, p. 290. I 
11 
classes or to pupils already in school. If the 
information about occupations, youth problems and 
other data received from non-graduates and graduates 
are properly assembled or made into study units, 
classes can be made more meaningful to those already 
in school." 
The value of follow-up as a guidance technique has 
long been recognized by workers in the field. Despite 
this fact, the practice is frequently characterized in 
guidance literature as being "neglected" and "overlooked 
in the press of other activities." Also, it must be kept 
in mind that such studies have little value unless the 
information obtained is actually used to i~prove 
conditions. 
2. Related Studies 
1 One of the most recent and complete follow-up studies 
I containing data on early school leavers is one published 
I 
1/ 
by the National Child Labor Committee by Harold J. Dillon.- I 
I
I 
This study . of 1360 school leavers was an effort to 
determine why boys and girls leave school for employment 
before they complete their high school course. The 
communities selected for the study were Jackson County and 
Lansing, Michigan; Cleveland and Cincinnati, Ohio; and 
Indianapolis, Indiana. 
I The primary objective of this study was to obtain 
I 
II 
l/Harold J. Dillon, :Early School Leavers, National Child 
Labor Committee, New York. 
I 
I 
II 
II 
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evidence which would help determine what measures the sch~ 
might take to increase their holding power. 
The procedure for Dillon's study was as follows: 
1. school records were examined to obtain all 
available objective data. 
2. The record was supplemented by subjective 
opinions from teachers who knew the students 
before they left school. · 
3. An interviewer was then assigned to contact 
the pup il for a personal interview. 
The s ame inquiry forms were used for all the students 
by the interviewers. The reasons for leaving school were 
found to pertain to school rather than financial matters. 
Dillon's method of study and his tabulati ons would 
be of considerable value to any school planning a study 
of its own. His list of t!symptoms of vulnerability to 
early school leaving" will enable any school to identify 
children or youth who are potential early leavers. The 
list is as follows: 
l. Fairly consistent regression in scholarship 
from elementary to junior to senior high 
school. 
2. Frequent grade failures in the elementary 
school. 
J. High frequency of grade or subject failure 
in the junior and senior high school. 
4· Marked regression in attendance from 
elementary to junior to senior high school. 
5. Frequent transfers from one school to another. 
=== ~==============~====~======= 
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6. Evidence of a feeling of insecurity or "lack 
of belonging" in school. 
7. Marked lack of interest in school work. 
Many high schools are already doing most of the things 
Dillon reco~~ends (pages 83-88), but it is likely that 
very few schools have thought of all of them and put them 
thoroughly into practice. His list of seventeen items, 
shorn of the paragraph of &iscussion he gives each, is as 
follows: 
1. Know the student as an individual. 
2. Obtain the student•s confidence. 
3. provide an educational program wherein the 
students can experience achievement. 
4· Give grade repeaters something new. 
5. Demonstrate relationship between education 
and life. 
6. Provide occupational information. 
7. Extend social experiences. 
8. Give some personal recognition. 
9. Recognize signs of trouble. 
10. Provide for above average students. 
11. Establish a good record system. 
12. Make use of the records. 
13. Help students select the right courses. 
14. Begin counseling early. 
15. Allow time for home visits 
16. secure parent interest and co-operation. 
--=----=- =- = 
II 
17. Secure pu.bli c support. 
rt would be diffic ult to estimate the increase in 
holding power that would result in any school system if 
it should a pply to all seventeen of these items in a 
thorough-going manner. 
Another major study included The West Virginia study 
1/ 
made by Lambert.- Lambert in reporting the holding power 
of west Virgini a schools found that 65 per cent of that 
state's boys and girls are failing to finish high school. 
This study also brought out these conclusions: 
l. Health seemed to be a critical factor in 
the drop-out problem. 
2. Lack of interest caused up to 50 per cent 
of the drop-outs in certain counties. 
3. The financial status of the families was not 
an important contributing factor. 
4· The attitude of parents was found to be a 
dominant factor in many cases. 
5. Marriage was an important escape route in 
many cases. 
6. Changing from school to school encouraged 
drop-outs. 
Lambert summarizes the situation in these words: 
''A hi gh drop-out rate is not peculi a r to west Virginia. 
The problem exists in all states. Fourteen states have 
lower holding power rates than west Virginia." 
1/Sam M. Lambert, Increasing Education's Holding Power, 
N.E.A. Journal, December, l950,pp. 664 - 666. 
II 
/I 
I 
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Follow-up studies as a means of evalua ting the school 
program or gatherin g material for a g uidance program are 
being used more and more. 
one study of g raduates and non-g raduates, an un-
1/ 
published thesis b y Willi&"'l E. Mielk e,- 1950, had a two-
fold p urpose: 
1. To determine from the responses of graduates 
and non- graduates of wareham High school 
whether or not the curriculum of the high 
school was adequate in preparing them for 
daily life. 
2. To gather material as evidence for a guidance 
program. 
This study covered a period of five years, 1945 to 
1949 inclusive. Five hundred ninety-three questionnaires 
were sent o ut, and the responses represented 78.6 per cent 
of all the graduates and 32.8 per cent of the non-graduates. 
The arrangement of this questionnaire and analysis of the 
data were divided as follows: 
l. personal Information 
2. o ccupational Informa tion 
3. Educational Information 
In this study of the 246 gradua tes and 79 drop-outs, 
144 were boys and 181, or 55.6 per cent, were girls. 
Three fourths of the drop-outs came from the commercial 
I/William E. Meilke, "A Five Year Follow-Up study of 
Graduates of wa reham Hi gh school, wareham, Mass. 11 Un-
publ ished Ed. M. Thesis, Boston University school of 
Education, 1950. 
==11--~-==~== --o:==-- -======================#======= 
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course, about 15 per cent from the general course, and 
8 per cent c&~e from the college preparatory course. 
The average age of the g raduates was 17.7 years. 
The average a ge of non-graduates when they left was 16.1. 
Most of the withdrawals from school occurred in the 
tenth g rade. 
Forty per cent of the graduates were employed full 
, time, and almost three per cent were employed part time. 
!I 
II 
About twenty-ei ght per cent were in school part time. 
Six per cent were in the armed forces. Slightly more than 
five per cent were unemployed. One third of the graduates 
and one third of the drop-outs were dissatisfied with 
their present jobs because they disli k ed the work or would 
like to better themselves. Dissatisfaction because of 
poor salary and no chance for advancement was mentioned 
by almost half of the drop-outs. 
rt is interesting to note in t his study that for 
educational e xperience the subject of g reatest value was 
given as En g lish and the lea st value was history. public 
speak ing , vocational training , fo l lowed closely by house-
hold arts, automobile mechanics were mentioned most fre-
quently for subjects that would have provided a -better 
background for their work. 
The changes needed at the school most frequently 
mentioned were a need for guidance and information about 
====-=== 
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future jobs. 
The recommendations offered from this study are too 
numerous to be included in this chapter, but it is 
significant that a program of group study of occupationa~ 
and educational opportunities should be undertaken and the 
assistance of a trained counselor should be available to 
all students. 
Another study of graduates and non-graduates, an un-
1/ 
published thesis by Marcia w. Zabriskie,~ 1949, has two 
major objectives: 
1. To determine the extent to which Bloomfield 
High is preparing its youth to meet the 
problems of every-day living beyond high 
school. 
2. To determine needs of post-high school youth 
in Bloomfie~d in an attempt to discover means 
of extending guidance services beyond the 
high school years. 
This study included five years of graduates and drop-
outs. A total of 329 inquiry forms were sent out, and the 
return was 76.9 per cent. 
A summary of the Zabriskie study pertinent to non-
graduates will be given here. At the time of the study 
60.4 per cent were employed. Four per cent were continuing 
their education. Interesting work was given for job 
satisfaction; for job dissatisfaction, the main reason was 
1/M. w. Zabriskie, "A Follow-up of Graduates and Non-
Graduates of Bloomfield High" Unpublished Ed. M. Thesis, 
Boston University School of Education, ~948. 
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"not real ambition in life." 
rt is interesting that almost half of the non-
graduates had different interests at the time of the survey 
frgm what they had while in school. A very small nwnber 
of drop-outs indicated they had made their occupational 
ch oice during high school. 
Two fifths of the drop-outs indicated that the course 
studied wa s inadequate. The subject of greatest interest 
was English and the least history. The non-graduates 
suggested improvement in content, method and materials. 
Lack of interest in school was the main reason for 
leaving school. The needs of youth as suggested by the 
non-graduates were for recreational f a cilities, a well-
planned g umance program, and an emphasis on the value of 
a hi gh school education. 
All the recommendations offered in this study are too 
numerous to be included in this chapter, but the c onclusion 
which follow deserve serious thought. 
1. There is need in the hi g h school for l ong-
term educati onal planning for all youth 
instead of the usual year by year method. 
2. No pupil should leave high school before 
graduation until he and the school are 
assured that this is the best step. This 
implies that more counseling needs to be 
done with potential school leavers. 
3. The past and present guidance offerings are 
inadequate and need to be evaluated and 
streng thened. 
4· 
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In order to realize important educational 
objectives for Bloomfield High School, there 
are needed better te a chers, better teaching 
techniques in the class room, with particular 
emphasis on greater pupil participation, and 
a strong in-service training progra~. 
All of the facts gathered about drop-outs are useful 
to the teacher and to the school administrator. These 
data are a benchmark from which furthe r study can be 
launched. we can presuppose that the interest in knowing 
more about school leavers stems from a desire to do some-
thing about the problem. 
~- -
CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURE AND DISTRIBUTI ON OF THE QJESTIO·NNAIRE 
l. Procedure 
Extensive reading in the field of follow-up studies 
preceded the actual construction of the questionnaire. 
The purp oses were outlined and presented to the superinten-
dent of schools. His permission was received to conduct 
the study. It was then necessary to get pennission from 
the guidance director and principals of the schools to 
examine the school records to obtain certain personal 
information. From the school records this information 
was obtained: name, age, address, test data, subject 
failures, and the course followed while in school. This 
was in accord with suggestions by authoritative people 
that information should not be asked on a questionnaire 
which could be obtained elsewhere. 
The questionnaire (see Appendix) used in this inquiry 
was adapted after investigation in several similar studies. 
One of these studies is Dillonrs and is based on informatio 
derived from three inquiry forms. Two of his forms were 
deemed unnecessary because of ready access to school 
records and the original inquiry form which he sent to 
former students was considered to be too lengthy for the 
-20-
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concerned in thi s study and might tend to 
discourage replies. However, its ma·in structure was the 
basis f'or the questionnaire finally used. Permission 
of the author to use any or all of' his forms was granted. 
In h i s discussion of the questionnaire in education, 
ll 
Leonard Ko os says: "Many questionnaires would be much 
i mproved bef'ore finally being put to use if they were first 
subjected t o trial use on a small number of respondents. tt 
In accordance with this author's view, a trial form 
was maile d to 25 students included in t he total population. 
l. There were 15 boys and 10 girls. 
2. All were school leavers. 
3. Their age range was f'rom 16 to 19 years. 
4· The I. Q. range was from 80 to 126. 
5. Each curriculum was represented. 
The response on this form was favorable in that 20 of 
t h e 25 inquiries were returned. Not one indicated lack of' 
cooperativeness of interest; four telephoned and five came 
to the school for an interview an d expres s ed a desire to be 
of some he l p in the study. 
As one of the units in the orientation or group 
guidance course of study in the ninth g rade is 11The 
Questionnaire," the au thor felt that much good could come 
Il l/Leonard v. Koos, The Questionnaire in Education, The 
1 Macmillan Comp any, Boston, 19 2~ , pp. 117 - 118. 
II 
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from a discussion of this questionnaire and its objectives 
in her class of 32 ninth grade students, some of whom were 
potential school leavers. These students evinced much 
interest in the project and some had brothers or sisters 
concerned in the study. 
Through these preparatory steps a deep interest was 
aroused, cooperation was promised and the writer was 
encouraged in her efforts to complete the study. 
2. Description of Inquiry Forms 
1/ 
The final form - consisted of two pages of 13 
questions on one side of the paper. Directions for 
answering the questions were on the inquiry form. An 
effort was made to keep the questions in some semblance 
of order which would make the questionnaire easy to fill 
out. The questions were arranged in this order: 
1. Personal information 
2. Reasons for leaving school 
3. Changes which would encourage youth to 
remain in school 
4. occupational information 
5. Questions concerning subjects most and 
least valuab.Le. 
6. Questions concerning youthrs attitude 
in leaving school. 
1/See inquiry form in Appendix. 
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7. When student "tired" of school. 
8. How schools may be of greater service 
to other students. 
Ten of the thirteen questions were formed so that a 
simple check or an encirclement would answer them. The 
others, in some cases, required some written explanation. 
An introduction letter was formulated explaining the 
purpose of the questionnaire. This letter was multigraphed 
and the first name of each drop-out was typed in to give 
the appearance of informality and acquaintance. A dead-
line date for the return of the questionnaire was set in 
the accompanying letter because the author felt that the 
type of person being contacted would more readily respond 
to such a stimulus. The telephone number of the writer 
was given in the letter in order that some students might 
avail themselves of any further help they might need in 
answering the questions. 
The questionnaire, letter of transmittal and a self-
addressed envelope were mailed to 272 drop-outs and 28 drop 
outs were contacted by messengers, who were members of the 
group guidance ninth grade class. If other group guidance 
classes were permitted to take part in this survey, the 
results would have beeB better. 
A brief Slliamary of the procedure follows: 
- - - --=---=== 
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l. 
2. 
3. 
4· 
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Two hundred and seventy-two questionnaires, 
letters of transmittal and self-addressed 
envelopes were sent February 16, 1952 by mail. 
Twenty-eight questionnaires, letters of 
transmittal and self-addressed stamped 
e nvelopes were sent on the same day by 
messenger. All of these were returned. 
l/ 
A post card - follow-up was sent March 2, 
1952. 
2/ 
A questionnaire, a let t er -
addressed envelope were sent 
out who had not returned the 
by April 20, 1952. 
and a self-
to each drop-
inquiry form 
Telep hone calls were made to drop-outs who 
could be reached b y phone. These calls 
produced excellent results, giving evidence 
that more personal contacts are important. 
The l ast que stionnaire was received in the mail on 
June 15, 1952. The percentage of return was good. This 
was perhaps due to the fact that the writer had worked 
with many of the drop-outs while they were in junior high, 
and this personal element resulted in the larger percentage 
of returns. 
I I Tables 1 and 2 give a breakdown of the number of 
I 
1 returns made. 
Table 1. Nwnber and Percentag e of Returns 
from Non- graduates 
Inquiries 
Sent 
(1 ) 
300 
Return Address 
Unknown 
(2) 
11 
I/sample post card in Appendix 
Replies 
Received 
(3) 
239 
Per cent of 
Returns 
79 
~ ~/Le :l:Fter-i~l"::-=-Appendix=- ---= ~="-===============#====== 
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Table 2. Total Number of Re turns to be Used 
Arranged by sex 
student 
(1) 
Boys ••••• 
Girls 
sent 
Number----Per cent 
(2) (3) 
170 57 
130 43 
Total • • • • 300 100 
Returned 
Number Per cent 
137 45 
102 34 
239 
A total of 239 or 79.6 per cent was realized from the 
300 inqui ry forms distributed. The boys with a percentage 
of 45 per cent were better than the girls in making returns. 
Th e p ercentag e of g irls represented in this study is 34 
per cent. A total of eleven envelopes were returned 
TTaddress unknown n indicating that they had moved and left 
no forwarding address. This follow-up includes 239 non-
graduates or drop-outs. 
I 
CHAPTER IV 
INFORMATION CONCERNING THE GROU P STUDIED 
1. The course studied 
The personal i n formation was c ompiled from the inquiry 
forms and from the school records. Table 3 shows the 
courses selected by the non-graduates. 
Table 3. Courses followed by Non-Graduates 
and Percentages 
course 
( l) 
College 
Preparatory •••••••••••••. 
Connnerci al .............. . 
Agricultural .•••••••••••• 
Total ................... . 
Number of 
students 
( 2) 
53 
247 
0 
300 
Per cent 
(3) 
17.3 
82.7 
100.0 
rt can readily be seen from t h is table that the 
commercial department has nearly five times as many drop -
outs a s the colleg e preparatory department. rt would s e em 
feasible for the commercial department to investigate its 
policies and faciliti e s to determine why. 
2. Average Age at Leaving 
school 
~ The average a ge of the boy drop-out was 16.6 years - -2__6 -
II 
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and of the girl drop-out was 16.3 years. The state law 
requires a student to reach 16 years before leaving school, 
so this is to be expected. The thirteen and fifteen year 
old girls who dropped out were sent to a correctional 
institution. 
Table 4. Ages of Boy Drop-out and Average 
Age 
Leaving school 
6 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
Boy 
Drop-out 
(2 
83 
42 
32 
8 
3 
1 
1 
Table 5. Ages of Girl Drop-out and Average 
Age 
Leavin~ School ( ) 
13 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
Girl 
Drop-out 
(2) 
1 
1 
76 
35 
15 
2 
Tables 4 and 5 show that 43 per cent of the boys and 
bO per cent of the girls leave before they are seventeen 
and 50 per cent of all the drop-outs leave at sixteen, the 
mi nimum school leaving age. No doubt many who vv-ai t until 
they are sixteen years before leaving school are those 
I 
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who plan to work but must wait until attaining the minimum 
age for working without a permit. The 22 year old among 
the boy drop-outs was a veteran who could not adjust 
himself to the school. The average age of the b oy drop-
out was 16.6 and that of the girl 16.3, or slightly lower. 
3. Grade When Leaving School 
To a certain extent the number of drop-outs from a 
school is a measure of the effectiveness of a guidance 
program. In considering the last grade attended by the 
students before they left school, it must not be assumed 
that maladjustment occurred at that level or that there 
was anything particularly unsatisfactory about the 
curriculum or experience at that point. The fact that in 
II man~ cases compulsory school attendance laws made it im-
possible for students to assert their dissatisfaction by 
leaving school earlier must be kept in mind. Table 6 
indicates the grade last attended by the drop-out. 
Table 6. Grade Last Attended 
II Gr. 7 Gr. 8 Gr. 9 Gr. 10 Gr. ll Gr. 12 No. r~' No. r~~ No. ~ No. r~J No. · ~ No. ~ II rr~ (3 ~ (5~ f-) (7) (9) ( 10) (11~ (12~ 3 l 34 11 68 23 101 34 64 21 30 10 
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It will be noted from this table that of the 300 pupils 
II in this study who did not finish their high school work, the 
I 
I, 
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largest number left at the tenth g rade level and that the 
next largest g roup left from the ninth g rade. It is dis-
heartening to see that 21 per cent were in the eleventh 
grade. The small percentage of drop-outs during their 
senior year must be considered as evidence that only 
absolut e necessity will result in school leaving at that 
time. 
4· Location of Drop-out 
The location of the non-graduates is of great 
importance to the school personnel for the education of 
the student should be in accordance with the availability 
of jobs in the community in which the y a re located. 
Table 7. Location of Drop-outs 
No. of 
Place Drop-outs % Place No. of Drop-outs % 
(1) 
worcester ••••• 
Grafton •..••.• 
Auburn ••••.••• 
Millbury •..••• 
Shrewsbury .••• 
Leicester •..•• 
Holden ••...••• 
Total ....... 
(2) (3) (4) (5 ) ( 6) 
225 
l 
2 
2 
1 
1 
2 
234 97·4 
Boston....... 3 
Miami. • • . • . • • 1 
washing ton, 
D. C. • . • . . • • • 1 
5 2.6 
29 
It can r e adily be seen f rom Table 7 that 97.4 per cent 
the drop-outs remained in the immediate vicinity of 
jl 
I 
30 
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worcester. Ir this is a typical picture or the trend or 
school drop-outs, then the school administrators will have 
to determine how well it prep ares i .ts students ror 
co~~unity living . 
5. Distribution of Intelligence Quotients 
I. Q. inronnation is lacking ror 26 boys and 10 girls. 
This fact makes it impossible to give an accurate picture 
of the group in this respect. However, in the findings 
represented in this table, the largest percentage falls 
within the 90-109 group, the group considered average. 
Table 8. Distribution of Non-graduates According 
to Intelligence Quotients. 
( o tis Beta Form D. M.) 
These are signifi cant figures since it is entirely 
possible to provide for the needs of students in the 90 o r 
over I. Q. range in the average school program. The 39.9 
per cent with I. Q.'s below 90 present a special challeng e 
to those responsible for curricular organization. Since 
I 
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this group should not be considere d 11 uneducable" and dis-
missed frQU consideration in educational planning, the 
real challen ge is to find out what programs are adapted 
to their capacities and interests in order to provide them 
with a profitable and youthful experience even though they 
are more limited than others in general intelli gence. 
6. Subject Failures 
Although the school records were incomplete in the 
important area of subject failures, the data are sufficient, 
however, to s h ow that subject failure requires the atten-
tion and concern of those whose res ponsibility it is to 
help young people acquire sufficient education and training 
to enable them to adjust satisfactorily to the world of 
work. In the junior and senior hig h school many students 
fail in individual subjects even though they do not fail 
the entire grade, and subject failure as well as grade 
failure may have an important bearing on the individual's 
attitude toward school and scho ol leaving. These subjects 
were failed during the junior or senior high school years. 
I 
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Table 9. Subject Failures by Boy 
Drop-outs 
Subject Fail ed No. Boys 
(1) (2) 
English .................. 75 
Algebra ••••.....•..•.•..• 32 
Ari thrnetic ••••.•••••.•••• 30 
History • • • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 27 
French . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18 
Typewriting • • • • • . • . . . . . . • 17 
science . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14 
Physiology •.••.••.•..•.•• 10 
Others . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 48 
Total . . . . . . . . . . . 'ffl 
Table 10. Subject Fai lures by Girl 
Drop-outs 
Subject Failed No. Girls 
(l) (2) 
English . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29 
Typewriting • • • • • • . • . • . • • • 17 
History •••••••••••••••••• 1.5 
Arithmetic ••••••.••••.••• 11 
Bookkeeping •••••••.••.•.• 9 
stenography • • • • • • • . . . . • . • 8 
Others ................... 51 
Total •••...••••• 11+5 
An examination of the subjects failed shows that the 
tool subjects, English and mathematics, were the ones most 
frequently failed. Failures of drop-outs in English and 
=====!=It--~ -===---==-- -- ==================~=========~======~========= 
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11 mathematics lead one to question whether courses in these 
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subjects which are especially adapted to the needs of the 
potential drop-out ought not to be developed. It is 
sometimes assumed by s ome school people that students who 
fail college preparatory subjects cannot profit from 
schooling extended through the 12th grade. EXperimental 
data does not support this opinion. A recent summary of 
1/ 
growth studies by Segel indicates that the academically 
dull boys and girls can profit by extended schooling. 
Segel's statement on this point is as follows: 
"The evidence indicates that although during the 
adolescent period all brightness groups grow in 
mental ability, individuals in the duller group con-
tinue to grow (up to the age of 18 at least) during 
the latter part of this period as fast if not faster 
than individuals with lower mental proficiency at 
the junior high school level instead of learning 
less and less in proportion to those students having 
higher mental proficiency (as has been previously 
thought) will continue to learn at a fairly sub-
stantial rate. This has the far-reaching implication 
that the curriculQ~ for dull students may be extended 
up through the 12th grade at increasingly higher 
levels of attainment. At present high school 
curricula for dull or neglected students tend to 
fade out at the lOth grade because of the evident 
fact that such students leave at that level. This 
evidence points to the fact that these dull students 
as well as all other students can remain until the 
age of' 18 and attain at higher and higher levels." 
If we are to hold young people in our schools, we 
must design eventually a curriculQm which will meet their 
l/Da vid Segel, Intellectual Abilities in the Adolescent 
Period, Bulletin, 1948, Number 6, United States Office 
of Education, washington, o. c., p. 23. 
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p articular needs. Schools which provide special 
facilities would, of course, be a g reat asset in 
accomp lishing this task. However, we are confronted 
with the fact that these boys and girls will be with 
us until such schools are completed. Their present 
ne e ds are not being met by the type of curricula 
1/ 
which we have in our schools now. As Segel- has 
said: 
" Many of the pupils will learn better if 
the school situations are made into experiences 
that have meaning in life. In order to recognize 
their peculiar capacities and help them achieve 
success rather than failure, the school needs to 
provide for them in a wide variety of learning 
activities. It needs also to lessen the emphasis 
upon the inabilities and failures of these pupils 
and to accept in a forthright fashion a responsi-
bility to provide meaningful learning experiences 
for all pupils even though their interest and 
abilities vary conside rably. 11 
34 
Under present conditions the best that the counselor 
can do is to identify the potential drop-out early and 
h elp to understand his problems. I n order to persuade 
him to remain in school, it would be most helpful if 
counselors and principals were allowed to make such 
modifications of the present curriculum as would be in 
the best interests of those who are now leaving before 
1/0p. cit., p. 24. 
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graduation. 
?. Location of Homes 
An interesting aspect of a study of school leavers 
is the ~ocation of the homes involved. To supplement 
the decennial census population data, many school 
censuses are taken by census tracts. The school board 
relies on these data tog ether with tract tabulation of 
births to estimate both immediate and long-term 
requirements for school facilities. In each area Census 
data by tracts also provide basic information on the 
pop ulation characteristics of each school area. 
S i milarly, school aut horities require tract data 
o n child health, recreation, and social programs 
des igned t o meet the needs of each schoo l . The writer 
1/ 
u sed "Census Tract street Directory"- in determining 
the t yp e of nei g hborhood from whic h the school leaver 
came. From tracts numbering 22, 23, 24, or a region 
or multi-fami ly houses came 58 per cent of the school 
d r op -outs. From tracts 1 2 , 13, 14, 15 and 16, which 
also consist of mult i -family areas, came 30 per cent 
of the drop - outs and the remaining 12 per cent came 
from scatt e red areas consisting of sing le-family 
1/census Tracts and Boundaries, Planning Department, 
worcester, Mass, November, 1952. 
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residences. Most of the drop-outs came from densely 
populated areas. 
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CHAPTER V 
REASONS FOR WITHDRAWAL AND RESPONDENTS 1 
OPINIONS CONCERNING THE NEEDS OF YOUTH 
1. Why pupils Leave School 
Americats high schools are generally conceded to be 
the most democratic in the world. They have become, in 
recent years, a cross-section of the community, attended 
by students from all walks of life. At the turn of the 
century, one out of every ten boys and girls of high school 
age was in school. Today, three out of every four are 
a ttending secondary classes. 
Because the hi gh schools serve so large a proportion 
of the nation's youth, the program offered at this 
educational level has received considerable attention. 
Responsible educators have reached the conclusion that 
the secondary schools are now critically in need of 
change. 
Forty years a go the high schools belonged to a select 
few - the youth who trained for the medical, dental or 
law profession, or those who intended to get a 11 cultural 11 
jj education in college • . That, of course, has changed com-
1 pletely. With the compulsory school-leaving age at 16, 
I and in some states 17, every boy and girl is required to 
i 
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go at least two years to high school. Today it is taken 
for granted that virtually everybody enters high school, 
although only about half of those entering remain to 
graduate. But thoughtful citizens and professional 
educators recognize that in many respects the school is 
still geared to the objectives of the last century. All 
too often the high school education is unrealistic, 
fragmentary and does not serve the needs of young men and 
women. Plainly some action is needed to make the high 
schools appeal to all pupils, not merely a few. 
Prominent among problems with which educators deal 
is the fact that only 20 per cent of the high school 
graduates continue with their formal education and enter 
college; another 20 per cent take vocational subjects and 
then enter a skilled or semi-skilled trade. These two 
groups find in high school the program that fits their 
needs. 
The remaining 60 per cent who are not going to 
college and are not taking vocational work find themselves 
out in the cold. They continue to go, many of them, only 
as long as they are required by law. Then they drop by 
the wayside in large part because they feel that high 
school to them is "just a waste of time. 11 They are not 
stimulated by their studies, nor do they see how the 
courses that they take will do them much good after they 
39 
leave the classrooms. 
Now for the first time the plight of these neglected 
youngsters is brought out. Educators must set up definite 
goals for the improvement of the course of studies in 
high school so that tha needs, interests, and abilities 
of all individuals, whether they are to go to college, 
enter a vocational school or end their formal education 
entirely are protected. Courses in the broad areas of 
citizen, family living and work need special attention. 
Too many high school courses are concerned with 
theoretical generalities rather than down-to-earth 
infor.mation. 
1/ 
A Connecticut bulletin suggests that when a large 
number of youth drop out of secondary school before 
graduation because of economic factors, lack of interest 
or challenge to ability, necessity to conform to arbitrary 
academic standards, adherence to ri g id curricula, lack of 
personal assistance in a host of individual problem areas, 
and for other reasons, it is adequat e testimony to the 
fact that the significant needs of youth are not being 
met . The attitude of a sch ool toward its non-graduates 
is frequently an index of the effectiveness of its 
guidance program. No youth should leave high school until 
l/Connecticut state Department of Education, The 
Redirection, Reorganization and Retooling of secondary 
-Education, Bulletin 37, 1949. 
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he and the school recognize t h at a more desirable plan 
for the future has been formulated. 
In this r e spect, the reasons given b y the non-
graduates for leaving worcester•s junior and senior 
hi g h schools are si gnificant, for throug h such inform a-
tion, adjustment needs are revealed and ne e ds for improv-
ing other phases of the school program may be suggested. 
The following table, s h owing reasons why worcester 
pupils l eft schoo l, carries nunerous i mplications which 
s ho uld be o f value to t eachers, c ounselors, and scho o l 
administrators. 
Table ll. Reasons for Leaving 
Re asons Frequency 
No. Per cent 
(2) (3 ) 
Re lating to School 
P r eferred work to school •••.•..•• 98 
Di s courag ed becaus e of f a ilur e • • 28 
wa s not interested in school •••.• 24 
could l earn more out of schoo l .•. 9 
Dis l i k ed a certain teache r •.•••.• 6 
Financial 
Needed money to buy clothes ••.••. 38 
To hel p sup port my home •........• 5 
Personal 
To g o in service ...•.•..••......• 20 
Ill health....................... 6 
41 
ll 
10 
4 
3 
16 
2 
8 
3 
2 Didn•t ob serve sch ool rules •••.•• 5 
~-----------------
Total ........••... 239 100 
I, 
I 
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From Table ll it will be noted that the primary rea-
son for leaving given by 239 non-graduates or approximatel) 
69 per cent was one which specifically related to school. 
Since these reasons were given by the young peop le 
I 
themselves, it must be borne in mind that they are subject ] 
to such limitations as may be due to the immaturity of the 
individual. They may not represent the actual underlying 
causes in every case, but they are nevertheless signifi-
cant because the individual felt that the reasons he 
gave were those which had motivated him in his decision 
to terminate his school. It should be remembered too 
that these youth had been out of school for periods 
ranging from several months to two years and their J1 
answers might reflect their opinion as they looked back j 
on their school experience rather than at the time they 
left school. Maladjustment is evident here, even though 
the reliability of the reasons given for leaving may be 
questioned. However, the entire table suggests that the 
present school program may not be adapted to the needs 
and interests to all who enroll. 
As only 43 pupils or 18 per cent stated that they 
had left because they needed money to buy clothes and to 
help support their homes, the financial status of the 
family was not an important factor. Yet it is, of course, 
difficult to determine whether the need for money prompted 
I 
II 
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them to state that they preferred work to school, causing 
them to give this as their primary reason. 
·Kntrance into the armed forces accounted for 20 
non-graduates, or 8 per cent, ill health for 6, or 
3 per cent. Five non-graduates admitted to non-observance II 
of school rules as their reasons for leaving. 
In order to determine whether there was any 
relationship between the first and second reasons given 
for leaving sch ool by t hose who gave "preferred work to 
scho ol 11 as the primary reason, a tabulation of second 
choices given by these individuals was made. 
In the first item of the questionnaire the students 
were asked to check other reas ons which might have 
contributed to the causes of their school leaving. 
Ninety-seven answered this item. Table 12 shows reasons 
other than the primary reason for leaving. 
" I 
I 
~ 
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Table 12. Frequency of Reasons Given as of 
Lesser Importance in Decision 
to Leave School 
Reasons Frequency 
No. Per cent 
l (2) (3) 
Relating to School 
Discouraged because of failure ••••• 3
1
4 
could learn more out of school .•... 8 
was not interested in school ••.•••. 12 
Financial . 
wanted spending money •.••..••.•..•• 18 
Personal Reasons 
37 
20 
13 
19 
Parents wanted student to leave •..• 7 8 
I 11 health . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 3 
Total • • • • • • • • • • • • 92 100 
In Table 12 it will be noted that 64, or 70 per cent, 
of the pupils who gave other or contributing reasons for 
leaving school gave reasons which related to school. 
Thirty-four pupils, or thirty-seven per cent, were 
discouraged because of failure in school subjects, 
eighteen, or twenty per cent, said that they could learn 
more out of school and twelve, or thirteen per cent, 
were not interested in school. ~ighteen pupils, or 
nineteen per cent, wanted spending money. Among the 
personal reasons, seven said that parents wanted the 
student to leave. Four of these pupils reported that 
their parents thought that they were wasting their time 
I 
II 
in school and three others stated that parents wanted 
them to leave in order to help support their homes. 
Three pupils reported that ill health was another reason 
., 
II 
I 
I! 
for leaving school. 
Of the twelve pupils who stated that they left scho ol l
1 
because t hey were not interested in school, the reason 
given by five was that it was teachers who made it too 
difficu lt for them to make up their work on account of 
I 
absences. Three of these stated that they had a part- I ~ 
time job and could not return after school hours to make I 
up work, that teachers were unsympathetic toward the 
part-time worker, and it was necessary for them t o have a 
part-time job in order to remain in school. Perhaps in 
these five cas es, teacher and counselor could have 
cooperated in helping to make some adjustment whereby 
the pupil could have made up the work at some other time 
than an afternoon session. 
2. Factors Which Mi ght Have Encouraged 
Pupils to Remain in School 
On the second item of the questionnaire, 11What would 
have encourag ed you to remain in school," comments were 
secured from 147 who made a total of 357 suggestions. 
Table 13 shows changes suggested by drop-outs. 
II 
II 
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Table 13. Changes suggested by Drop-outs 
Suggestions Frequency 
(l (2 
Opportunity of working part-time and 
going to school part-time ••.•.•••••.•..•••• 
Taking subjects which would prepare 
for work ........ . ......................... . 
smaller classes .............................. . 
Changing to another course ••••.•..••..••••••.• 
Someone to talk over problems with ••••.••••••• 
More chance to take part in school 
activities ................................ . 
Transfer to different school •••••••••••••••••• 
Other reasons ................................ . 
97 
96 
59 
48 
33 
23 
8 
3 
Total ••••••..••••.• 357 
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The most frequent reason given as to the element that 
would have encouraged the drop-out to remain in school is 
an opp ortunity of working part-time and going to school 
part-time, coupled with the next most frequent reason, 
that of taking subjects that prepare one for work. These 
correlate with the primary reason for leaving school, 
"preferred work to school. " 
Smaller classes was mentioned 59 times as a factor 
which might have encouraged the pupil to remain in school. 1 
In a small class the instructor has the opportunity to 
touch more closely the individual pupil, to know his 
capacity and needs better, to talk to him and hear from 
him more frequently and to provide a more informal class 
II 
I 
I 
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atmosphere. 
changing to a.nother course had a frequency of forty-
eight. This is a challenge to the counselor whose respon-
sibility is the planning of courses with their counselees. 
Thirty-three pupils felt the need of someone with 
whom to talk over their problem. This is a challenge to 
both teachers and counselors, for unless they take a 
personal interest in the problem of the individual student, 
there is probably not much hope of increasing the holding 
power of the schools. 
Twenty-three p upils felt that more chance to take 
part in school activities would have kept them in school. 
Eight pupils felt that a transfer to a different school 
might have kept them in school. Here again is a challenge 
to the counselor to be sure that his counselee is given 
proper instruction about the various school offerings. 
3. Subjects Useful to Non-graduates 
In order to receive an evaluat i on of the curriculum 
by the drop-outs, they were asked to list subjects or 
experiences that they had in school which have been of 
most benefit to them in their present employment. Table 
14 lists the subjects and their frequency. 
--=-=-=-
Table 14. Subjects Useful to Non- graduates 
in Present Employment 
Subjects Frequency 
(1) 2 
"English . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39 
Mathematics •••••••....•.•..• 27 
T-yping • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18 
Bookkeeping •••••••.•••.••.•• 15 
Office practice • • • • • • • • • • . • . 14 
Mechanical drawing ••.•..•.•. 12 
stenography................. 8 
public speaking • • • • • • . • . • • • • 7 
crafts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 
Commercial Law • . • • • • •. • • . . . • • 5 
ceramics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Industrial arts • • • • • • • • . . • • • 1 
Foods . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Economic geography.......... 1 
Commercial art • • • • • • . • • • • • • • l 
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The respondents listed fifteen different subjects as 
most useful. :Eng lish and Mathematics were the subjects 
mentioned most frequently , with typing , bookkeeping, and 
office practice next in frequency. seven students felt 
a ne ed for public speaking , seven for crafts and five for 
commercial law. Only two g irls mentioned industrial arts 
and foods. 
4. Subjects Desired for Present Jobs 
The drop-out s were asked to indicate t h ose subjects 
not taken in school that they now believe would have been 
helpful to them in their present employm.ent. Table 15 
lists these subjects and their frequency. 
Table 15. Subjects Desired for Present 
Employment 
subjects Frequency 
(l) (2) 
Business En glish 
r~athematic s ................... . 
Auto driving •••.••••••.••.••... 
public speaking •••••••.•••.•... 
Home Management ••.••••.••.••••• 
Office practice •••••••••.••••.• 
Mechanical drawing ••..••.•••••. 
Bo okkeeping·~ ·········· .•...... 
Typewriting ................... . 
Physiology .................... . 
Agriculture ................... . 
Industrial arts •••••••.•.•••.•• 
28 
22 
20 
18 
8 
7 
6 
6 
5 
3 
2 
2 
The respondents listed eleven different subjects 
48 
which would have been useful in their present jobs. Here 
a gain English and n~ athematics were mentioned mo st 
frequently. Both are required subjects. The writer 
interprets this as meaning that they wished they had more 
courses in these subjects. Twenty pupils felt the need 
of taking auto driving, and eighteen, commercial subjects. 
This g roup did not list a foreign language as being useful 
in their present job. 
5. Attitude of Youth Toward School 
Experience 
what attitudes the non-graduates now have toward 
I 
I 
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their school experience is revealed, in part, by their 
response to the question whether the y regretted having 
left school. These youth are on t heir way to becoming 
adult members of the community and their attitude toward 
school can have serious implications. Their feelings may 
or may not be valid, but it is imperative that young 
people have experiences in school that give them a 
favorable attitude toward the school. Thirty-n ine stated 
that the y regretted having left. Some gave more than 
one reason. Table 16 lists the r easons given by non-
g raduates in response to the question of whether they 
r egretted having left school. 
Table 16. Reasons for Regretting Having 
Left School 
Reason Frequency 
1 ( 
Need more education for 
a good job •.•••••••••••••• 17 
Feeling of insecurity........ 9 
can•t get the job I want ••••• 7 
Need a diploma • . • • . • • . • • . . • • . 4 
Too h a sty a decision......... 3 
Made parents unhappy......... 2 
From the above table, it can be seen that 24 drop-
outs realize that they needed more education for the job 
the y wanted, four felt the need for a diploma, and three 
50 
confessed that they had made too hasty a decision in 
leaving . Two stated that they caused unhappiness to their l 
parents by dropping out. It is especially unfortunate 
t ha t they who did regret having left school could not 
have been reached by the school prior to leaving. Only 
eight students ad"'lli tted that they did not regret .having 
left school. 
On the item "Did you get tired or sick of school? " 
only eighteen students answered. Of the eighteen, four-
teen admitted they tired in high school, two in junior 
hi gh and two in the elementary grades. Because such a 
small number answered this question, a true picture of 
the grade in which unrest began cannot be given. 
On the item "Have you made a definite choice of an 
occupation?" but ei ght drop-outs answered, and in all 
cases but one, the answer was "no." In the one case the 
respondent was learning a trade and was happy in his 
choice. 
Thirty-three drop-outs answered the question "Would 
you like help in getting a job?" and only nine desired 
that assistance. 
6. Ways in Which School Can Be of 
Greater Service 
rt was gratifying to have received 127 replies to the 
item asking suggestions in which the school could be of 
greater service. Five students telephoned to the writer 
and were eag er to express their feeling or discuss their 
problems. Many of the se were fo rmer pupils of the 
writer in junior hi gh school. There was, however, little 
a g reeme nt among them a s to what would be effective in 
ma k ing the schools of g reater service. Table 17 shows 
the suggestions the boys and g irls made concerning ways 
in which the sch ool could have been more helpful to them. 
Table 17. suggestions Drop -outs Made 1;'1Jh ich They 
Thought Could Have Made Their School 
of Greater Service to Its student 
suggestions Frequency 
provide more individual attention ••••••.•••••••. 12 
More understanding teachers ••••••....•..•.• · · • • • 9
8 Offer work experience .......................... . 
Better explanation by teacher •••••••••....•.••.• 7 
Have course in Home Making in hi gh school ••••••• 7 
Have young er teachers ............ ................ . 
Eliminate college preparatory Eng lish 
ex cept for colleg e prep. pu.p i l s .•..••.•.•.• 
stricter d i scip l ine •••.•......•.•.............•. 
More regard for pupils' time •.•••••••...•....... 
More s hop courses .............................. . 
cut down on h ome work •••••••.••.•.•••.•..•.••••• 
Have courses in public sp eaking • ........•.••••.• 
Teach ers who are fair •••••••.••....••...•••..••. 
Have older teach ers ••••••.••...........•••...•.• 
cut out the f orei g n language requi rement 
ex cept for col l ege prep .•••...•....••.•..•• 
Teach us how to study •••..•••••.•.••••..•••.•••• 
Have more social activities ••••••.•..•........•• 
Have smaller clas ses •..•••.•...••.......•...•..• 
More practical courses •••..•••.•••••••••••.••.•. 
Have more busin ess English .••••••••••••.•.•••.•. 
--=r----
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o utstanding among their suggestions are recomm enda-
tions to provide more individual attention and more 
understanding teachers. These two suggestions carry rather 
si gnificant implications for both classroom teachers and 
counselors. A wide variety of additional ideas was 
prop osed, and though some are in conflict with others, the 
a ggregate constitutes a body of opinion worthy of serious 
consideration. 
The individual suggestions car ried in Table 17 have 
been assembled under four general heading s in Table 18. 
Table 18. Suggestions for Improvement 
suggestions Totals 
( 1 ( 2 ) 
concerning teachers' attitudes and 
t e aching techniques •••••••.•••.••••••••••.•• 38 
Conce rning courses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25 
Conce rnin g school organization •.•...••.....•.... ll 
Concerning s ocial activities • • • • • . • • • • • • . • • • . . . • 2 
one-half of the 70 suggestions r e lated to teachers' 
attitudes and techni ques. About o ne fifth of the 
sugg~stion s bore on cours e s or subjects, About one in 
seven concerned sohool organization and very few concerned 
social activities. 
The p recedi ng tables furnish the following informa-
tion . 
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1. Forty-one per cent stated that they preferred 
work to school in giving the reasons why they 
dropped out before graduation. 
2. ~leve n per cent were discourag ed because of 
school failure. 
j. Sixteen per cent n eeded money to buy clothes. 
I 
4· Sixty-nine per cent gave reasons relating to 
school for dropping out. 
5. seventy per cent gave contributing reasons for 
leaving which also related to school. 
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6. Opportunity to work part-time and going to school 
part-time and taking subjects which would prepare 
one fo r work were the changes mo st frequently 
mentioned which would have kept them in school. 
7. The subjects most useful according to the drop-
outs were English and Mathematics. 
8. Business English and Mathematics led the subjects 
desir ed for their present employment. 
9. The main reasons for regretting having left schoo 
were the need for more education for a good job, 
and a feeling of insecurity on the part of the 
drop -out. 
10. Fourteen students admitted they "tired of school" j 
in high school. 
ll. The main suggestions given by drop -outs on how 
the school could be of greater service were to 
provide more individual attention, and to have 
more understanding teachers. 
~,, --========================~==== 
CHAPTER VI 
ANALYSIS OF OC CUPATIONAL INFORMATION 
1. Introduction 
Comprehensive information about p upils, systemmatical-
ly org anized for u se , is essential to an effective 
guidance program. This is especially true of occupat ional 
material gathered from a questionnaire in a follow-up 
study. such information can be used most effective l y 
in group g uidance, orientation classes, or in units in 
courses in occupations. 
students are very much interested in the work 
experiences of others and this infonnation g athered and 
systematically organized for use could serve as basic 
material for improved teaching in English and social 
science class e s, and also in counse l ing. 
occ upa tional information has had an extensive growth 
1/ 
during the past ten years. carroll Shartle states: 
"The schools of the country have a g reat need 
for occupational information in individual and group 
education and vocational couns eling and in p lanning 
and establishing new and revised courses of study. 
The schools are often criticized by industry and 
business for not gearing educational programs to the 
actual requirements found in jobs. students are 
1/Carroll L. Shartle, 
Hall, New York, 1947, 
occupational Information, Prentice-
p. 5. 
l\ 
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also frequently critical of educational programs 
in the light of the actual n eeds that graduates 
or school leavers encounter in trying to secure 
and hold a job. unless careful vocational counsel-
ing is given in the light of authentic information 
about jobs and opportunities this vast program of 
expanded education will produce a great deal of 
dissatisfaction. Unless the educational programs 
are geared to the actual employment needs of the 
country a huge amount of wasted effort and money 
will r e sult. 
2. Methods Used in Obtaining Present Jobs · 
one of the best public relations jobs that can be 
don e h y any school is that of satisfactory job placement, 
for it brings direct happiness and satisfaction to 
employed student and employing patron, and indirect 
happiness and satisfaction to counselor, teacher and 
parent. 
Table 19. Methods Used in Obtaining Present Jobs 
Method Used Non-
graduate 
(1) 
Personal application •••.••.••..•.•.•• 
Helped by friends and relatives ••.••• 
Mass. Div. of Employment sec ••.•.•••• 
Teacher or counselor ••••.••••...•••.• 
Knew the employer •••••••••.•.• ; · •••••• 
Prin;cipal ........................... . 
Enlployment agency •.•..•.•...•..•••.•• 
No response ......................... . 
(2) 
47 
38 
21 
17 
12 
8 
6 
52 
Per 
cent 
( 3) 
23.5 
19.0 
15.0 
8.5 
6.0 4.0 
3.0 
26.0 
A majority of the boys and girls obtained their 
present jobs through p ersonal application. 11Helped by 
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friends and relatives " accounted for 19 per cent of the 
jobs obtained. Fifteen per cent received help from the 
Massachusetts Division of Employment s e curity. Only 8.5 
per cent received help from teacher or counselor. This is 
not surprising, for many school leavers obtain their jobs 
before leaving , perhaps ass~~ing that the counselor will 
not try to retain them in school if they have a job 
awaiting them. 
Vihen young people leave school, it is natural and 
right for them to want to become wage earners. This is a 
road to independence they long for - personal as well as 
economic. If after leaving school they remain long with-
out a job, they form undesirable habits of wasting time and. 
energy, lose confidence in themselves and become 
frustrated or depressed. 
3. Employment status of Non-graduates 
The occupational information obtained from drop-outs 
is especially valuable to present high school pupils, 
counselors, and to school administrators. The following 
table indicates the employment status of the non-graduates 
as of June 1952. 
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Table 20. Employment status of Non-graduates 
as of June 1952 
Non-graduates 
(1) 
Employed full-time ••••.•••••• 
Employed part-time •••.••••... 
In Armed Forces ..•....••....• 
unemployed .................. . 
No report ................... . 
Total •.•.••• 
No. 
( 2) 
1~~ 
20 
17 
2 
239 
Per cent 
(J) 
77.0 6.5 
8.5 
7.1 
·9 
100.0 
rt is surprising to find that but 7.1 per cent of the 
drop -outs were unemployed. seventy-seven per cent were 
employed full-time and 6.5 per cent were employed part-
time. ~ight and one half per cent account for service 1J 
in armed forces. The Korean situation accounts perhaps 
for many drop-outs being employed. 
4. Job satisfaction and Dissatisfaction 
The modern school has the responsibility of preparing 
its students to be useful, well-adjusted working members 
of society. rn accomp lishing this aim, our educational 
system must aid young people in the selection of a 
s uitable employment objective best fitted to their needs, 
and one in which they can be happy and best serve society. 
For these reasons, it is important to know how youth feels 
about its work. 
~- - --- ==~ ~============= ~--= ~--=== 
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The majority of the non-graduates were satisfied 
with their present job according to their responses to 
question five. Finding s showed that 59.8 of the non-
graduates check ed "yes" in answer to the question of 
job satisfaction. It is interesting to note in Tables 
14 and 15 the non-graduate's reasons for job satisfaction 
and dissatisfaction. 
Table 21. Reasons for Jo b Satisfaction 
Given b y non-graduates 
Reason Frequency 
Like s the \Vork •.•..........••..•....•...••...• 24 
Go od pay • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . • . • . . . . • • . • . • • . • • 21 
work interesting······························ 16 
Opportunity for advancement ••••••.••••.••••••• 13 
Job is pe rmanent ......................... •.... 10 
Go o d fi rrn to work for . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 
Work not monotonous •. ••••••••••.• •••••.•....•. 9 
Gives me confidence in myself • . • • . • . • . . . . • . • • • 8 
As sociations are good ••••.•••••••.•...•...•••• 7 
Opportunity to learn a trade .•.....••••••..•.. 7 
Not tire some . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
Easy work . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
Go od hour s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
No lay-offs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Likes the boss ••. ••.•. ...••••••..•••.•.•..• ••• 1 
No thinking r equired . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Gives me a chance to sh ow what I can do....... 1 
A white collar j ob............................ l 
outside work .................... ·.. . . . . . . . . . . . . l 
No one to hound me to do wha t I don't 
want to do • • • • . • • • . • . . . • • • • • • • . • . . . . . . • . • l 
Total • • • • • . • • . • • • • 149 
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A liking for the work, good pay and interesting work 
are the three factors which contribute most to the job 
satisfaction, a ccording to the responses of the non-
graduates vvho answered t h is question. Opportunity for 
advancement and permanency of the job follow closely. 
Table 22 . Reasons for Job Dissatisfaction 
Given by Non-graduates 
Reason Frequency 
( l) {2 
No chance for advancement •••••.•••• 7 
Not the job I hoped for • • • • • . • • . . • . 3 
Would like a better job • • • • • • • • . . • • 3 
Boss never satisfied • • • • • . . • • . . . • . . 2 
Poor pay • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 2 
No overtime . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Not a good trade ••••..•••••••..••.. l 
Vvork tire some • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • . • • • • l 
Need more education for job ••..•••• 1 
Not a g ood place to work ••••••.••.• l 
Work is too hard •••••••••••.•.•.... l 
Hours too long •••••••••.•••••...... l 
Total ..•.•...• 25 
The major reason for dissatisfaction of the non-
graduate in this study was that there was '1no chance for 
advancement. 11 This might indicate a lack of educational 
preparation required for advancement or improper job 
placement. Perhaps there is need for co unseling in job 
opportunities, for the school certainly has the 
II 
I 
I 
II 
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resp onsibility of prep aring its student in choosing an 
occupation. 
5. JobsClassified into Major Occupations 
and Divisions 
The present job s of the non-graduates have been 
classified a ccording to the D. 0. T. classification in 
Table 23. 
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Table 23. Major Occupational Groups and Divisions 
of the Non-graduates by sex, Number 
and percentages 
occupational Groups 
(1) 
Professional ..•..••...••• 
semi-professional •••..••. 
Managerial and official .• 
sub-Total •••.••.•.•. 
Clerical and Kindred ••••. 
Sales and Kindred •••••••• 
Sub-Total ••.•••.•..• 
Domestic Service •••••..•• 
Personal service ••.•••••• 
Protective service •••.••. 
Building service Workers • 
and porters •••.....• 
Sub-Total •••.••••.•• 
Non-Graduates 
Boys Girls 
No. Per cent No. Per cent 
(2) 
9 
28 
37 
13 
7 
5 25 
(3) 
19.5 
1 
1 
30 
28 
58 
10 
7 
17 
1.0 
62.J 
18.2 
Agricultural, Forestry 
and Kindred • . • . • . • . . 5 
Fishery ................. . 
Forestry, Hunting and 
Trapping •..••••••.•. 
Sub-Total •••••...•.• 
Skilled ................. . 
semi-sk illed .•...••...•.• 
uns1ci ll ed ............... . 
Total ........ . 
5 ____ ~3~·~9 ____________ _ 
45 3.1 3.9 
51 40.0 17 18.2 
127 93 
Fo r ty-seven and two tenths of the boy drop-outs were 
I' 
I 
- - =-=-=======-==~ ======~======= 
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-~ -:mp loyed in ~~ski lled occupations. Clerical and sales 
occupations account for 29.5 of the drop~outs and 19.5 
were employed in the personal service, protective and 
b uilding service divisions. 
Fifty-eight girl drop-outs, or 62.3 per cent, were 
employed in the clerical and sales division, seventeen, 
or 18.2 per cent, in the domestic and personal service 
occupations. Also, 18. 2 per cent were employed in the 
unskilled occupations. 
6. Present Jobs of Boys in Study Under Major 
Occupational Groups and Divisions 
Clerical and kindred 
s tock clerk 
Time keeper 
western Union messenger 
sales and kindred 
Gasoline salesman 
Grocery clerk 
Department store clerk 
Fish peddler 
Personal service 
Porter 
Waiter 
Pin boy 
Shoe repair man 
Shine boy 
caddy 
Usher 
Protective se r vice 
Soldiers, sailers, marines 
~========9w~========= 
' 
I 
lj 
Building services 
Janitor 
Elevator operator 
Bus boy 
Porter 
sweeper 
Bell hop 
Apprentices 
Mechanic's helper 
carpenter's helper 
Printer's assistant 
Miscellaneous (Semi -skilled) 
Bot tle Filler 
Tire capper 
Tire repairman 
semi-skilled in manufacturing 
Tac k ing machine operator 
Assembler (boot-shoe) 
Unskilled 
Laborer (construction) 
Auto washer 
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A similar breakdown for the girls in this study gives 
a good picture of the particular job indicated by them. 
7. Present Jobs of Girls in study Under 
Major occupational Groups and Divisions 
semi-professional 
Dancing teacher 
Clerical and kindred 
Bookkeeper 
stenographer 
Typist 
Filing clerk 
Check girl 
secretary 
cashier 
Telephone operator 
Letter opener 
General office work 
'I I, 
i 
II 
I 
sales and kindred 
Selling merchandise 
Taking appointments 
Domestic service occupations 
Maid 
House keeper 
Nurse maid 
Personal service 
waitress 
ward girl 
Nurse's aide 
unsldlled 
Clothes presser 
:Envelope maker 
Packer 
Knitter 
Stitcher 
Since most o.f the drop-outs were students who had 
elected the commercial course, naturally many o.f the 
girl non-graduates entered the clerical and sales .field. 
rt would be .feasible to compare the training o.f .fered by 
the school and the actual job requirements. 
8. Summary o.f Information .from Tables in This 
chapter 
l. Twenty-three per cent obtained present jobs by 
personal applications and nineteen per cent were 
helped by .friends. 
2. Only eight per cent were helped by counselor or 
teacher in obtaining jobs. 
3. Seventy-seven drop-outs were employed .full-time, 
6.5 per cent part-time, and 7.1 per cent were 
unemployed. 
4· The main reason given .for job satisfaction were 
a liking for the work, good pay and interest in 
work. 
6. 
7. 
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The main reasons given for job dissatisfaction 
were "no chance for advancement," "not the job 
I hoped for," and "would like a better job." 
Most of the girls were employed in clerical and 
kindred jobs. 
Most of the boys were employed in sales and 
kindred and personal service. 
CHAPTER VII 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIO:N 
l. purpose and procedure 
It was the purpose of this study to obtain informa-
tion concerning the major factors which contributed to 
the occurrence of school leaving and to gather material 
which might provide a basis for implementing changes in 
the curriculum which would meet the needs, interests and 
abilities of the pupils and perhaps suggest a need for an 
extension of the guidance program. 
A total of 300 inquiry forms were sent to the non-
graduates who reported to their counse~ors before leaving. 
Of the 300 sent, 239 were returned. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4· 
2. personal Information 
Of the 300 non-graduates, 170 were boys and 
ljO were girls. 
Of the non-graduates, 247 were enrolled in the 
commercial course and 53 in the college 
preparatory course. 
,1 
The average age of the boy drop-du.t was 16.6 and 
of the girl drop-out was 16.3. 
Most of the withdrawals from school occurred in 
the tenth grade, although the ninth and eleventh 
followed closely. 
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t! 
6. 
The average Intelligence Quotient of the non-
graduates was 96.6. The Otis Beta Form D. M. 
was the test used. 
About 97 per cent of the drop-outs lived in 
Worcester or the immediate vicinity. 
J. Findings and Recommendations 
on Educati onal Information 
The information received pertaining to education is 
summarized below: 
1. English and typewriting were the subjects most 
frequently failed by the girl drop-outs. 
2. English and mathematics were the subjects most 
frequently failed by the boy drop-outs. 
3. Many students failed to pass History and 
penmanship. 
4. The subjects listed as most valuable were English 
and Mathemati cs. 
5. The girl drop-outs listed Home -making as the • 
subject which they wish had been offered in •I 
high school. ~ 
6. The boy drop-outs wanted more vocational courses. 
7. Business English rather than college preparatory 
English was wanted by the drop-out. 
8. The maj or reason given by non-graduates for 
leaving school before graduation was a "lack 
of interest in school." 
On the strength of findings under educational 
experience the writer believes that the conclusions which 
follow deserve serious consideration. 
l. There is need in the high school for long term 
educational planning for all youth. 
==============--======================~========== 
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2. Some means of continuous evaluation of course 
offerings should be developed, with particular 
emphasis on ~glish, Mathematics, Typewriting, 
American History and Penmanship. 
3. The requirement that a student take two years 
of a foreign language should be eliminated 
except in the case of the college preparatory 
student. 
4· The requirement that second year students in the 
High school of Commerce take Typewriting and 
penmanship deserves consideration by administra-
tors. 
5. There is need for expansion of the industrial 
arts program in the high schools. 
6. A more practical mathematics course in the junior 
and senior high schools should be offered which 
would emphasize direct applications to problems 
of the home, faPm, shop, business, leisure time, 
safety and health. 
7. A modern program of home economics, emphasizing 
family living,should be established in the high 
schools. 
8. A progra~ of remedial instruction especially in 
reading and mathematics should be offered to 
those pupils whose achievement in the subject 
area is markedly below that which may be 
reasonably expected in terms of their respective 
ability levels. 
9. Achi~vement standards should be varied for 
different groups of pupils. 
10. A practical English progrrun should be offered 
to the junior and senior high school for the 
non-college preparatory student. 
11. There is a need in worcester of better teachers 
and better teaching techniques emphasizing inter-
est in individual students and cooperation 
throughout the system. 
I! ---==r-- . - === -- - -"-=== 
4· Findings and ReCOl111.1lendations on 
occupational Information 
1. About 77 per cent of the non-graduates were 
employed full-time. 
2. six and one half per cent were employed part-
time. 
3. ·Eight and one half per cent were in the armed 
forces. 
4. seven and one tenth were unemployed. 
5. Most of the non-graduates obtained their jobs 
by personal application. Ve ry few were aided 
by teachers or counselors. 
6. About 59 per cent of the non-g raduates were 
satisfied with their jobs. 
7. The most frequently mentioned reasons for 
job satisfaction were a liking for the work, 
good pay and interesting work. 
8. Slightly less than half of the non-graduates 
were dissatisfied with their jobs. 
9. The most frequently mentioned reasons for job 
dissatisfaction were no chance for advancement, 
not the job I hoped for and would like a better 
job. 
10. Most of the girl drop-outs were employed in 
clerical and kindred groups. 
11. Most of the boy drop-outs were employed in 
personal service and sales kindred. 
On the basis of the above data, the following con-
elusions are drawn: 
1. Information and experience in a pplying for jobs 
should be provided all students, preferably in 
the ninth grade of the junior high school. 
~~~==~=~~========~~==========~~= =======================~========== 
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2. Greater proVlSlon should be made for assisting 
the drop-outs when they leave. 
3. occupational information units should be given 
in the elementary schools and continued in the 
junior and senior high schools. 
4. Since most of the non-graduates enter and remain 
in the clerical and sales occupation, an 
evaluation of the commercial course should be 
undertaken to see if it neets the needs of the 
students. 
5. Most of the respondents in this study live and 
work in worcester. Information should be made 
available to all students regarding the occupa-
tions, trends and opportunities available in the 
area. 
6. There is need for work experience program for the 
non-college preparatory student. 
5. General Recommendations 
1. Another f'ollow-up, preferably one which makes 
use of the personal interview method, should 
be considered. 
2. The advisability of extending guidance services 
to all post high school youth should receive 
serious consideration. 
3. Recognition on the part of class-room teachers 
11 of opportunities for guidance that are present 
within the scope of subject fields is worthy II 
of consideration. 
4. The changing economic and social conditions of I' 
our modern society necessitate constant evaluatio 
of yo~thts high school and post high school I 
experlence. 
5. Every effort should be made to hold the would-be 
drop-out until it is evident that he cannot 
profit from further education. 
6. There should be a more carefully planned program 
in the junior and senior high schools for teach-
in~ ~upi ls eff'icient and effective study~-=======#======= 
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techniques and skills. 
8. 
Both in administrative processes and in the 
instructional program, most schools need to give 
more attention to providing a smooth transition 
from the elementary to the secondary school. 
There is need in Worcester for a staff of teachers 
who are well qualified by personality, interest, I 
training and experience to carry on guidance 
acti viti es. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4-
5·. 
6. 
7-
8. 
9. 
10. 
jl 
I 
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APPENDIX 
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Letter I 
Jan. 16, 1952 
Dear 
----- --- - ·· - -- ---···' 
I am making a study of the reasons why pupils leave 
school before graduation, what they are doing , how well 
they li1 e their work etc. 
I have decided to use an inq_uiry simila.r to one 
enclosedto get the neces sary information. '1'his is where 
You can help me . I am sending th i s trial fo rm to t 1venty.:.. 
five :forme r students in order to have them help me decide 
what cha.n ge s , i:f any , should be me.de befor e the fina.l on e 
goes out. 
Will you be kind enou~rh, to fLU out the en c losed 
form to the be s t of your ab ility and mail it ba ck to me 
within the next t wo days? Omit any items which you feel 
you cannot answer but be sure to complete the others. .B'eel 
free to sugges t any changes in the form that y ou would lik e 
to see made, so that when the others r eceive the fina l one, 
it will be the be s t we can pos s ibly mal<:e. 
Thank you for 'Nhatever help you can give me. I f y ou 
would like to talk with me furthe r ab out this, won ' t you 
please ccall me at 5-1145 from 6 to 7 P .M. 
Sincerely y ours , 
Rose M. Guilfoyle 
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Inquiry to Former High School Pupils 
Name 
Last Name First Name lvitdole Initial 
Present Adclress Telephone Number 
------------------------------------- ------------
1. In the statements below please check (J) the ones that seem important in 
causing you to leave school. Dra1.>r a line uncler the one statement that 
seems most important. · 
( ) a. Left school as I preferred \otork to school. 
( ) b. Disliked a certain teacher. 
( ) c. Could not learn in school and was discouraged. 
( ) d. Disliked a certain subject. What subject 
( ) e. Thought I wasn't in good health. 
( ) f. Could learn more out of school than in school. 
( ) g. Most o~ my friends had left school. 
( ) h. Wanted spending money. 
( ) i. Ne eded money to buy clothes. 
( ) j. To help support my home. 
( ) k. To help take care of younger children. 
( ) 1. Needed at home to care for sick member of family. 
( ) m. Parents wanted me tci leave school. Why? 
( ) n. Was n·ot interested in school work. Why? 
( ) o. Was failing and did not t.rant t.o r epea t the subject or subjects. 
( ) p. Didn't observe school rules. 
( ) q. · If t he re are other reasons, please tell me about tham in space belo"f 
2. What \orould have encouraged you to remaiR in school? Please check (/). 
( ) a. Changing to another course or subject. What one? 
( ) b. Taking subjects ~,<rhich would prepare you for work.-------------'----
( ) c. Smaller classes. 
( ) d. Someone to talk over your problems with. 
( ) e. More chance to take part in school activities (clubs, sports). 
( ) f. Transfer to a different school. What School? 
~--~--~--~----~---Why ______ ~~~----------~------~---------( ) g. Opportunity of working part-time and going to school part-time. 
( ) h. Aid, to stay in high school. 
( ) i. Other reasons. Please explain. 
3. Are 70u emplpyed? (Please encircle)() 
Yes No 
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4. If you are working, please answer the following questions about your present 
job: 
a. Vn<ere do you work? 
b, What is the name of your job? _____ -:-------------------
c. How long have you held your present job? ________________ __ 
d. How did you learn about the opening that led to your present job? 
(Please check (v/) your answer in the list below) 
( ) Rec:.nnmended by Mas s. Di vi sian of Employment Security 
( ) Answered an advertisement in the pape r 
( ) kpplied to different places and happened to find it 
( ) Knew the employer 
( ) Hel~ed by friends or relatives 
( ) Recommended by counselor 
( ) Other methods, tell what they were 
5. Are you satisfied with your present job? (Please encircle)() 
Why or why not 
Yes No 
6. Have you made a definite choice of an occupat ion? (Pl ease encircle) () 
Yes No 
If so what is it· 
-------------------------------------------------
a, Why have you selected this particular occupation? 
----------------------
b. When did you make this cho ice? (Please check (v) 
( ) Before high school 
( ) During high school 
( ) After high school 
c. Where have you received help in planning for the occupation of your 
choice? (Please check (v) ) 
( ) Friends 
( ) Relatives 
( ) H. s. Teachers 
( ) Principal 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
Counselor 
Parents 
Reading 
Other 
7. W01..1.ld you like help now in getting a job? (Plea se encircle)() Yes no 
8. If you are not working at present, what do you think is the main r eason you 
do not have a job? (Please e>..-plain) ~-- --------------
9, vT.hat subjects or experiences that you had in school have been of most benefit 
to you in your present employmEJnt? 
10. V{hat subjects, that you did not take in school, would be of assistance to you 
at the p res8nt tim~? 
11, Do you regret having left school? (Please encircle)() Yes 
If the answer is yes, please tell us why. 
No 
12. Did you get 11 tired 11 or 11 sick11 of school? (Please encirqle) 0 Yes No 
If the answer is ;;res, please check when this fe E:: ling b8gan: 
( ) Elementary school 
( ) Junior high school 
( ) High school 
Don 1 t know 
Partly 
so 
13. Can you suggest ways in which the school can be of greater service to its 
students? Please say what you feel. 
Letter II 
.l!'ebru~.ry 16, 19 ~2 
Dea r Mary: 
I am making a study of the re a.s on s why :pupils 
leave school before graduation, wha t they are doing, 
how we ll they like their work etc. I feel that the 
info rmation from them will be helpful in planning our 
future work at the school. 
To obta in such inf ormation, I have prepared a 
que s tionnaire, which, though it look s long , can be 
filled out i n jus t a few minutes. Uf course, n o n ames 
wil l be use d in maki n g this study. 
I need your re:ply to compl ete my s t udy . Won't 
you :p lease fill out ~he enclose d q_u estionne.ire, :pla ce 
it i n the stamped , add_r essed enve l ope , ~md r eturn it 
to me by · iiarch 15? 
I f you have any que s tions ab ou t filling out this 
questionnaire, won't you please call me at 5-1145 
from 6 to 7 P . M. 
Very truly yours, 
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Letter I II 
Ap:t il 20 , . 1952 
De _ nry , 
o doubt you h :ve o i s l i d t he i nqui ry f o sent 
to you r ece tly so I h :ve n lose other lon :ri th 
st ped p.velope f or your conven ience i n retur.nin it . 
you kno 'I th t the severa l 1n u i ry f orms 7h1ch 
I hnve received f r om other f ormer pupi l s found it 
neGcA ry to l eave before graduation have given us 
some val uable information? 
oause I knou that you, too,. have e lly v -l uable 
op ions concerni ng your high school experience • I hc.Te 
-
talcen this liberty· to nail you another form . 
I am quite cort 1n thnt you will return this i n th 11 
I'i ·"'• -t · BVJ('~ • 
Sincerely .youre, 
' 
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De a r Friend: 
Sample Follow Up Card Sent To 
Non-Gr aduates 
Mar ch 2 , 19 52 
Have you forgotten ? I need your inQui ry to complete 
my stuc1y. If y ou h ave lost the form or mi s l a id it, I 'N O,.l_ld 
b e glad to send you another. 
May I count on y our co-operation? 
Sincerely, 
Rose M. Gu ilfoyle 
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r · 
• • . - t . . ! 
../ \1 8., ..:> / V· 
~1 \ a :1:) !H ! 
An.! .... <'. · it. 
di_ H .' l. ·, l 
il'r · ~~ h 
La r..t u 
Gerr n 
u1 Musi 0 ( E. lerr " 1 
i eval Hi story 
Requ ire d ~ Ji'Hg J ish 
Ge ometry 
j 1 .~ _,.\ .'J' r, E "J. ~'::·. _:_ . "Jr.l(~ua g e 
Ele c ti VBd: twu re qulred 
iv;.ua c:. r a Hi story . 
La 1. l. n ~-Ame ri an Hi sto r y ( ~-yr . ) 
Me c .tm n :i c sl Drawi n.<; ( 5day s/wl\: • ) 
I r:.. ·.r• r;:.~v.. 
p·.y.:HCS 
~.3 ta 1y 
~~- -)01 g y 
Fuuda me u t: 
.fl.._rt 
Mech a n i (;:::j 1 
I ndu s tria 1 
.B,.rench 
.Latin, 
S,::ani s h 
German 
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.... :::; of .. s ic: l.,t 
ur 2 na y a r ; 
JJra w i~ 
Arts 
FOURTH Y~AR 
-------
I 
Iudustr lal Arts 
AI't 
Requ1r ed : E.:..gl j_sh 
Fuudementa ls of .Mu.sJc 1st or 2 nd yr:. 
Botar~ (with princi pal 1 s permission) 
Frerwh 
Spanis:t1 
Latln 
German 
No te s : 
\l) A pupil whose English Y.Jor1c in 
grades 7-8 is 70% or better is 
e x pected ·t o ta.k e 2 ysars Foreign 
la nguage beginning i n grade 9 ; 
or be fore g.ra duati on . 
(2) Phys ica .L t raining required of 
every phys ics lly able ch i ld 2oe 
a week for 4 years. 
(3) At lea s t one year or Art , hle .h . 
Drawing, H· s tory 3 or Scienoe ~ s t be 
ta ken to re ceive credit . Howe ver , 
Botony I '::an bE-; followed y Zoul . I. 
to make .L yeo.r of 11 B:i.o.!.ogy" . 
United Suates HiGtory 
Ele c ti ves: two requ ire d 
'I' r 1gonome. try (Math VII , ofter ed 
o nly in September 
Solid Geometry (Math VI I I , 
( of fe r€ d only .il'eLruary) 
Intermedia t e Algeb.ra 
Physi cs (lst o r 2nd ·year ) 
Chemist ry 
Botany 
Zoology 
Me ch a nical Drawing 
Industrlsl Arts 
Al't 
Fundamentals of Music ( lst , or 
Economi c s ( iJ·Y r . ) 2nd y r s " ) 
Problems of Demo cracy 
Modern H ~st~y (w . prin's perm.) 
lPrench 
Spaaish 
l.ati n 
Ge1·man 
Biology & Chemistry required 
f o · nurses i trainj .. ng , but 
...JOT Lat i n 
PROGRAJ\1 OJ!' :;i'l'UJJl J~;; 
FIRST YEAR 
FIRST S"WoMESTER. SECOND SEMESTER 
REQUIR'!Jl R.bQUIRl'.:D 
English English 
.Business .t ... ri thmetic 
or Algebra 
PhysLJlogy & Health 
Physical Training 
.Business Arithmetic 
or .f ... lgebra 
Physiology & Health 
Physical Training 
A1TD ONE :t'JLECTIVE 1>.!:ID O'':C ELECTIVE 
ELECTIVES 
French 
German 
Greek (Hodern) 
Italian 
Latin 
Lithuanian 
Spanish 
.S111edish 
Genera l Science 
:t-1usic Ji..ppreciation 
Genera l .nrt 
Art Appreciation (~yr.) 
Cartooning 
Modeling & Sculpture 
\~leaving 
*Ind,' Arts (Shop & Dr.) 
Mechanical Dra'11ing, Daily 
Music Fundamentals 
* IND. ARTS is a double period 
course meeting three times 
a week, 
** SP~CIAL .BUSI~ffiSS ARITHMETIC. 
--r ... -···---, -,~_, 
-B - 195A SECOND YE11R 4J 82 
FIRST S:m.rnlSTER SBCOllD SEiAP.STER 
REQUIRI<:D 
English 
Penmanship 
Typewriting 
Physicc:Ll Tr. 
English 
Bookkeeping 
'fype\'.rri ting 
.A.liD 'J:l,VQ EJ,ECTIVES 
ELECTIV::;;S 
French 
German 
Greek (Hodern) 
Italian 
Lo. tin 
Lithuanian 
Spanish 
Swedish 
.Biology 
**Special .Business Arithmetic 
***Algebra 
Geometry 
An, & Med. History 
Lat, Am. Hist. (~yr.) 
Music Appreciation 
Music Fundamentals 
General Art 
Art Apprecia tion (~yr.) 
Cartooning 
Modeling & Sculpture 
~~reaving 
Ceramics 
Open to pupils who have com-
pleted one year of Algebra, but 
donot plan to go to college, 
Ind, Arts (Shop & Dr.) 
Mechanical Dra\•T. (Daily) 
Blue Print Rdg, (~ yr) 
Vocal Training· (J/5 pt) ***ALGEBRA. Open to pupils who 
did not take Algebra in first year, 
THIRD YEAR FOURTH YEl~.R 
FIRST SEHEST'BR 
REQUIRED 
English 
Civics 
S~COND SEH~STER 
RJ Q,UIRED 
English 
Problems of 
FIRST S1'MEST":R SECOND SEMESTER 
REQUIR:ID REQUIRED 
English or English or 
Journ~lism Journalism 
u. S. History U, S.History Democracy 
Commercial LatiT _ Office Practice·: Office Pr&.ctice: 
AJ'.ID THREE EL:>!JCTIVES AND T1•fO ELECTIVES 
,--- - - ---- -
.,.._. ~ ... 
ELECTIVES 
The electives listed for 
previous years unless 
otherwise noted; and also 
the following: 
Type'''ri ting (Advanced}! yr .• 
Stenography 
Bookkeeping 
Algebra III(Interm.Alg.)~ yr, 
~:.,....::J:~..:.-= -"h.~ -~ ~~---- ": -- -
sics _ --
Radio-~ yr. 
Art of Speech 
Modern History 
Economies~ yr_ .•
Economic (!eography-~ yr. 
**Art V-VIII(Commercial) 
**Drawing and P~:J.in ting 
***Crafts 
Consumer Education-~ yr. 
*Prerequisite:Alg.III 
**Prerequisites;Gen'l Art I-..IV 
11**Prerequisites:Gen1 l 11rt !..-II 
Filing & J'.fach.(6J) Filing & l.fach. 
Calcula tors (65) Ca lculators 
.Business f.!Iech , (61) Bus5.ness Ha ch. 
Secr 1 ty. Proc ed ~ (95) Secr • tyo Proced, 
Ediph.&Dictaph.(64) Ediph.&Dictaph. 
AND T1•JO .BLECTIV.BS J:.:ND T1:'10 ~LECTIVES 
ELECTIVF.S 
The electives 
previously listed 
unless otherwise 
noted; and ~lso, the 
!L r«P:C! • -~~ 
Stenography and 
Transcription (Each five 
times a week) 
Trigonometry-~ yr~ 
Solid Geometry~~ yr. 
Chemistry 
Consumer Educ.-~ yr. 
PUIOANCE DEPARTMENT ,, IDE~JC~ S}· J~i· :!O ~i~~~}CHOOL . W hi ,:_S I ;:n 4 , 1 '/fn..J~. ! ,;,_.._, __ _ 
FI RST YEAR 
Required: 
NORTH HI GH SCHOOL 
COURSE OF STUDY 
SECOND YEAR 
83 
English I- II . or Gen. Eng . 
Math. (Al gebra) I - II or 
Gen . Math. I - II 
Physi ca l Training 
Reguired: 
English III - I V or Gen . Eng . 
Math. (Plane Geometry) I II-LV 
The lro1guage begun in the first 
year. 
Electives: 
Genera l h athematics 
Ancient and Medieval Hi story 
Physiology & Health 
.Art 
]fi.echanical Drawing 
·French 
Spanish 
Latin 
Harmony 
1\ianual Training (With Mech. 
THIRD YEAR 
Reauired: 
En gli sh V - VI 
Physica l Training 
Electives: 
Drawing) 
:Math. V ( I ntermed. Al geb;r-a 2:: 
Math VI (Rev. Geometry) 
History V (Latin - American) 
Botany 
Physics I and II 
General Chemistry 
Harmony 
Art 
Mechanica l Dra.wing 
Mechanica l Training 
Fren ch 
Spanish 
Latin 
P~d t he electives listed f or 
the 1s t and 2nd. years 
Physical Training 
Electives: 
.Ancient and Medieva l His tory 
1\iodern History 
Physiology & Health 
Zoology 
Harmony 
Art 
:Me chanical Drawing 
Fr ench 
Spanish 
Latin 
1 anu a l Training (With Iech. 
Dra,wing) 
FOURTH YEAR . 
Required: 
English VI I - VIII 
U.S. History VII - VI II 
Physical 'fraining 
Electives: 
Trigonometry 
Solid. Geometry 
Advance d Algebra 
Physics I II - IV 
Chemistry 
Art 
Mechanica l Dra,vdng 
Manua l ':i' rai n ing 
Prob lems of Democra cy 
French - Latin - Spani sh 
Economics 
Harmony 
And the electives li s t ed for 
the previous ye ars . 
Mathemat ics V and VI must be passe d with a grade of G for 
certification in the three years of Ma thematics required by 
most colleges. 
I ---; 
PROVIDENCE ST. J~NlOR HIGH 
.. 
~IOR HIGH SCHOOLS - WORCESTER,MASSACHUSETTS 
PROGRAM OF STUDY 
Subjects ?-1 7-2 8-l 8-2 
G. P. G. P. G. P. G. c. 
English 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
Mathernat1cs I 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
Algebra 
Geography ' 4 3 4 3 5 
Un1ted States Hls·tory 4 3 4 3 
Civics 2 
Economics ' 5 h ~'I 
Science 2 2 3 2 . 3 0 
Physlology &. Health 
Penmanship 1 1 : 1 1 1 j l 
Art 1 ' 1 1 1 2 2i 2 2 
Music 2 2 I 2 2 1 1 1 1 
Elementary Bookkeeping 
' 
' 3 
Physical Educat1on 2 2 ! 2 2 2 2 2 2 
French 4 l 4 5 
Latin I 5 
World History : 
Me chanical Drawing I 
Manual Arts 4 4 i 4 4 4 ! 4 4 
Study 5 5 I 3 3 5 4 , 6 5 
Orientation l 1 I l l i 1 1 1 1 
Clubs or Cit.Act. 0 0 j_ 1 1 1 1 j 1 1 
.January 14,1952 
9-1 9-2 
P. G. c. P. G. c. P. 
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
5 5 5 5 5 
5 5 5 5 5 5 
2 
2 "'5 5 "'5 5 
"'5 5 *5 5 
2 *5 *5 "'5 "'5 
"'1 "'1 "'1 "'1 *l *1 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
5 "'5 "'5 5 "'5 "'5 5 
5 *5 *5 5 *5 "'5 5 
"'5 "'5 "'5 '1<5 
"'5 :lf:5 *5 *5 
4 4 4 4 4 4 
5 ? 7 ? ? ? 7 
l 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Notes- G.C.and P. at the head of the columns refers to General Commercial )!:Electives 
and Preparatory Courses. 
! 
I 
i 
' 
~ 
Tn Grade 7-1 pupils are allowed to take the Preparatory Course if they have done outstand-
iug work in Grade 6. 
In Grade 8-2 pupils may elect either the General or 
In Grade 9-l two electives are required for General 
pupils, with either Science or Physiology, and none 
Algebra or Business Arithmetic may be ta ·~en in 9-1. 
Commercial Course. 
Course pupils, one for Commercial 
for Preparatory pupils. 
In Grade 9-2, pupils continue VI ith the s.1bjects chosen in 9-1. 
SCHOOL SESSIONS 
8.30---------------------11.35 
12.35--------------------- 2.45 
11.35---------------------12.35 
A.M. (4 periods of 40 minutes) 
P.M. (3 periods of 40 minutes 
Noon Recess 
.. --. 
CL.~SSI0~1L HIGH ~O"f~OOL 
( Course uesoriptions 
,.,. ...... ~ .... ;~ "~r.$ ' ~- ,~ / !L 
. / .4---- .g ~ 
' /! ~ 'trlf 
"~\ 
EryliJh 
Enelish 1 and 2- - This course includes a study of parts of speech, sentence 
and paragraph constructionr figures of speech, vocabulary and spelling~ 
Appreciation of literature is gained through reuding suob classics as The 
Udyssey, Ivanhoe , The Vision of Sir Launfal and The Ancient Mariner , 
~nglish 3 and 4--A study of the novel, short story, biography and poetry 
is an inportant part of this course. This is ~lso practice in making good 
paragraphs , review or punctuation rules and drill in word study . Some of 
the books r ead are : She Stoops to Conquer, A Tale of Two Uities and Abraham 
Lincoln Grows Up c 
F.nglish 5 and 6--uharaoter, moti vea and action are studied by means ot· 
novels, plays and essays. Grammar ia reviewed . Poems and essays are used 
to develop the imagination ond aid in logical analysis . A special study or 
vocabulary is undertaken , Some booh:s studied are Seven Gonteraporary Plays , 
Silas ~~arner and 1~ssays and ::::ssay Writing . 
English 7 and 8--This course is divided into two units: Composition , in 
which the outiining and development of the lone theme is stressed - and 
literature, in which there is an intensive st~dy of poetry and dr t novels 
and essays. Some of the uuthors studied are Milton, Shakespeare Hardy and 
carlyle... outside readine is requi::-ed for background and pleasure .. 
Mathematics 1 and 2--~he pur pose of this course 1n to enable the pupil to 
understand the relation~hips of qudntities by using (1 ) l etters instead of 
numbers and (2) letters in combination with nurubers . For example in 
e.lgebra we say a<>b c, instead o:e saying 2 3 5 as in arithmetic" 'l.'brough 
the study of equations, formulas, problems and graphs the student of 
• nle;ebra may acquire a foundation for study of higher n.athematics as well 
' -., PS ror the s tudy of physics und chemistry .. 
- .hP.tr.£.t1ct1 3 end. !+- Goomotr:r ic the nubje•o"t or tb!.s oo - ae 
~7 · -:: th&~ti{e s ape, s i ze and position of objects, such tiS t he oi t, 
, and surface . Important in the study is the learnine of laws app cab 
to various geometrical figures und the understanding of h ow to use thea 
laws in solvin~ mathematical problems. 
Mathematics 5- - Thia course is an intensive study of algebra throuch the 
binomial theorem _ It develops further the work of UBth. 1 ana 2 and 
advances beyond quadratics to the study of arithmetic and geometric pro-
gressions and t he binomial theorem~ 
8 6 
.Matheraa.tics 6-- The first ten VJeeks of t his course continues the algebra 
studied !n !liith 5 , throueh logarithms O;J.nd the application of logarithm to 
triconemetry. The second ten weeks include an intensive review of ceom.et17 
studied ln ltfath . J and 4 with special emphasis on d.p:plication of theorems 
to numerical exercises and originals. 
Mathenatics 7--A continued studied of t he application of the f undamental 
laws of algebra, operations of eraphical interpretations , pr inciples or 
per.mutations and combinations, Theory or Probability, Theor~· ot Equations, 
Determinants and a little work in the fundamentals or Analytical Geometry 
and Calculus. 
Mathematics 8--The ordinary definitions , demonstrations und constructions 
pertainln~ to areas and volumes or geometric s olid figures , s uch as prisms. 
pyramids, cylinders ~ oones and spheres , 
Mathematics 9-~The defi nition of tha Trigonomet ric Ratios , computation or 
functions of 0~ JO~ 45~ 6cPand 9oPand or angles differing rrom th~se by ~ultiples of 90? ar e part or the progrwn. Also there is the derivation ot 
the Law o~ Sines , Co- Sines and Tangents and t he solution or right and 
oblique triangles by both natural and trigonometric f unct ions. 
Bioloty 1 ana 2--This oourse deals with the development, s t ructure, 
funot onsp oiassifioat1on t.ind 1 eritanoe of' all living ma t ter . Work in 
this subject may serve us a btickground for medicine, dentistry, nursing, 
medical secretarial 10rk, home economics, agricultural and allied sciences_ 
u ~e halt of the class tinle is .spent in a lo. bora tory. 
Physics 1 ~ 2-- Physics is the science of ~watter and energy~ 
' prisea the study of heat sound, mechanics , light, electri ~1t.r 
ism tind the structure of the a tom. 'l'he work is carried on diD • 
demonstrations,. laboratory· experiments and discussion.~ 
Chemistr{ 1 and 2--Chemistry is the science which treats of the ~t1r 
compos it on und ' che.nges of mutter .: Pupils learn how to test for a .a 
i dentify such substances as salt, soda, iodin, carbon, chlorine , oxy,e 
eto .. Problems o.re given which require ability to use elementary o.lg bra . 
History 1 and 2--His . 1 bccins with u brier study of ancient ~gypt and 
the c lvil1z~tions which arose in the Tigris-Euphrates valleyq !t contin~ 
ue s with a study of Greece and coes on to a study of the rise and fall of 
tt e Roman T:.rn.pire. It covers the burbarian invasions which end the Homan 
Jl'.ro..p ire, u.nd finishes with the formation or the modern nations or Spain 
France ~nd ~neland< 
1 story 3 and 4-·Hietory 3 starts with France r s atte.::1pt to do.t:'linate all 
Europe under Louis 1. :~r .. and the series of wars which follow. It includos 
tl e study of the French Revolution and the Napoleonic ~ra , the crowth of 
democratic govern:~ent s i n lrrance and ~ri tain, ·che formation ot' the Ger.Illa.D 
~mpire, and the unification of Italy , The development or Russia and its 
rivalry with Turkey i~ studied. Other important topics are th~ industrial 
~- r vol ution <And the uee of imperialism,. and the first world war, The oourso 
nds with t.h.e rise to power or dictators , Uussol.ini <;tnd Hitle:t", :.·nd Russia 
1 er · the Soviets< 
Hls tory .5---A general study of civics, current events~ ann pro l""!Il.,~ ot 
American lite, designed to help the student become more aware of the 
political and social problems of the United States~ 
Hi atorl 6-~A study of the principles of economics, the science of the 
production ~nd distribution of wealth and of the utilization or 
.tur al es ourc es un d of the phases of' eo anomie 11 fe, both foreign 
and domestic . Gauses of depressivos ~nd inflationary periods are al so 
.. ud1ed, 
y,..-.., 
\ nd 8- 'l'ha purpose of Un1te•l Sttjtea · history is ~;.o 
~-c"':"l_c:_a.._r_..un_~a-r-o-:-t!.lnd.i nr. of his country :.nd it.s growth, to enuble 
hi~ i~-ent nat1ont.~.l heritu.g . to ba ··e him understand th 
88 
rn American life in tLe u1tferAnt regions of the United St te 
t h m b t er acquainted with our neighbors in Canada and 5 uth 
-! compr ensive treutmert; o.~. pronuncititlon is a :fundam nt 
r"'t eleven lcssions. :Sm.phae1s is .PLced also.o.c. gettine 
· oundatio of a practicul vocabul~y. ~stery o oou~on phrases, ver oril 
nd · nc .u 1 of as much cultural buokeround muter al as cun be hundlod 
s tisf ~ · orily 
n. 4--.!.<'ronch 3 cons1Dts of emphaa1 on the learnin of twer.ty 
.,.._._e __ -·.,.!'"'-r-:r-:-a-r'"""6s .... nd the reading of lit least s venty-tive pages or u I!lod 
di tioult stor~· or reudinr, te t.. ·rhc e is rao t1ce in wri tillG os tenc 
in o ... u_ ·composition, diction enc', memory v.or k, ~d an d rB llDdl 
noh c1vi izution. 
;..;;;;..~.,..:r.-v~-6-- -'l'his course is concer d with t:t review or all tinch :prev1 
1 th crammar i ioms unt1 vocobulur tress d Supple~:. tory 
d for tr~r.slation drill s 
2--'l'his is t.1 c our e for upil :pLinn!ng to nt er oortH1 ~~=;.......;;;;:;...~~.;.;.n;;;.;;d~ott,er stude ts who wlsh to learn to sneak. read und 1 e 
eludes a st cJ.y of gro.. , c onve-sbtion: tranalut1on o compos tit 
· ok , .rae ori:dnf' of po m ... und s1nc1 G o1' song 
4--·l'.hi< cond yeur the:r ls r~tore adva.noed compoaiti n 1n .;;..;..;.....;;.;~~---'---..."":".Ing of book!:, advanced ooz1poBi ti n ·1 th hi to.:-1., 1 t r1n 
u. OJ.' p1c ·m'c:s and re or··s rram Gennt:.ny- d .r, .P stud 
2--·..~.tlc objectives o the course 11~ l tory .Latin ur 
~_...;;~--...;;;...oo.~-o ' the llOwer to road dnd und.e:rstc.nd .1..6t 1n ; n 1no:rease 
those ele.rnentB of 'F.DBlish h1ch ::trc l"e lat d to Lutll ; 
e L tol'y ... tio.ns of ,v.. r · r u 
- i.i.J."ld 4 -fhc:; ll1ru of Latin 3 is the mastery of certain specified 
ti~orru.~ :;11d principle t:1nd the extens ive reading of easy 
, w i t in a bj~ct matter provides a distinctively Roman atmosphere 
n L•01 ~ he ~tress is on tne ch~raote rization or Caesar, the arganiza-
i or f Ccese.r 's e.rmy, .... nd on vocabul8.ry grammar, 
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::;:;..:...:;:.::..:.-~2_;;;!ir.;;;..-;;:__ •'l'i1is Udrd y·-.ur of Latin includes a review or the principles 
'"'r r.u ~ r, . stres . Oii vocQb ·lary~ :::.ni t\ readine of Cicero's Urttti ns i~ 
r .. 1 tion frott BnLl if.h to Latin ie required as well as oollttterta.l rcadine 
lish of which not .more thun one hMlf' may be fiction 
tin 7 and 8-cln the fourth year of Lat1n r the time is utilized tor the 
aevelopnent of creater appreciation or the aesthetic and a t1st1o qualities 
of t. &uthors read, both throt.leJl translntfon and through outsider ead1ng 
t\t t nt ion is culled to the fuct that more d.iffl cult and abst.ract ideas in 
. n<;lish are most often conveyed throueh words ot Latin or1e1n o Special 
ttent on is pi.lld to a canpa:rison or .Ko.awn hi~tory, culture and ethics 
1 h pres nt-d<..y events and situ~tione. 
un1sh 1 ttnd 2- ·*t•hls first year of SpW11sh includes the study or pronun 
a.t on throu0 h he;;.ring und speaking it, elementary principles or grammar 
p ~.tsis on re .... dine ubility am conversation based on simple, prt~ct1ct1l 
xts. 'l'he theme of the telfbook. is Spain, its physical aapeotsf 1t,s 
• 11d 1 ts cultural contributions to cl v111zation , 
.r.;;:...:;;;.;:.;;.:r:-"-.;:;,;;;;.;:;.._..~o. '11h1s oourse continues emphasis on pronunciation and reading, 
eadine of a Spunlsh novel. Conversation is based on more 
-~f c lt on praotic~l texts , ~nd there is thoroueh study of important 
r~ t,lC\.11 poln~.oa. The theme of the text book is Spanish J..meric from the 
1m of the conqu&rors to the present.,. 
3punish 1 uno. 6--This course includes a review of grammar, oral and written 
posit~on, r~ading of novels and plays of the different literary periods 
~ of -->Pu1n :...nd Sponish -.mer1ce. The cluss is conducted. in Spunish 
1 
" - -?. 
•• . rt 1 ~nJ 2--~irst yeur urt develops art knowledee und appreciat on 
gn lCh topics :..ts basic design, busio coloJ: design and color in the 
ttdv rt sin1: esrt elementury perspective composition u.nd c urtooning 
_ :.~!'..81.''11 Art. ) e.n<'. l;.r>r•Eocond yee.r art im:: t.:HlJ'??· ('~es~~g.n, color, :fashion 
.~.lustration~- :J..et .. e:..,inL, posters, water coJtn· G.nd figure drawing, 
1.r .neral .rLrt 56._7 and .§.--In these courses the student is allowed to 
' - necialize to a great extent , There (;lre generaJJ.y speak:in6 three broad 
a.reas in w.hlch he may work, commercial art, f' ine art and c ra.tts . 
&ot1e of the art act:.tvi t ies of the cor.:u.aercial <:~.rt area are : Advertising 
layout, packaging , display~ school publica.t.ions, industrial design and 
le ttering .. 
In the fine arts area we find such art activities as: '"later color , oil 
pa inting, composi tion , representation, figure drawing and painting - and 
apprec iation and research " 
In the orafts area there is: Block pr:i.nting~ silk screen printing , clay 
modeling, wood carving and stenc111ne o 
~--47__...,.......• , ~ ;.Jius /c I ,, ?_1) 
I 0~.-/~_l _J~ 
')'dc-~.rnenta} .;:~ c):,"' ~ 1usj c: 1 i;.t!ld 2-··· ·_'h :l.s 0ou rse o. 1.d.'3 PU}):U.s ·~ll o <~. o n r:>t plan 
-:------~--·-:::1-::-=--,-:--:~~---;-.,..--.--.~·~--:'·--;-;:"~ · ·~ 0 ,.~~1·-·n.· ..,. , 1r-· -r ... ,.· ••• · f \t:r 1.,.,, ., .. ·- ,.,..,-..,. 'a ..... ~~ M <<.;'f"e..t.OJ) -,.._-~._.:_.: .i.l. iJ.l.k:c •. ..-• .:.11:, , ·" , u. h ... :.•b U! ', ."J .... :. '!.-"'<.:"• • L '~;·, '.::, .:.',.L:;:...:r >..>..,·:J..;.y 
::.· r~"tusicw.l ins ~~:~:umen""Gs ~· mus ic .::1 J: tel'f:13 end. forms fu:.t•n:l.i;;.hes thc~m with a 
~~· .. :~: ing know ledge of the structure of mus ic o 
't3<)hn.nic!ll Drawing--Mec1w .. niceil dro.wine.; is culled t h e rrl.angut1.ge of i nduetry" 
·<J; use it is used to describe throu .. _~h d ifferent views tb. e exact methods 
---.1.. ,.,:: t.r1e cons tructiocl of mu.chi nes bridees anc. builaint;s., In. this oourae 
·~.1ls learn to ~s~ pencil, pent tri~ngle~ ~-aquure, ruler dividers bnd 
om;n.:.sses ln order to describe every detail of an ob Ject 9 s "form, size, 
eel~ .• finish and c onstruc tion ~ 
90 
·.: 
·.:!;,ob~-~)iCi.:ll Drawinc; __ l <J.nd 3:·· :.t)his fir::.;.;. y.~a:: emphasis is placed on 
i:-1 ... .l.·eehiind sketching wherE· ' -1 large nw:iber of drawi.ncs are cornplet~d iri 
a short time. ·rhere :i. au i.ntrodu.ct1on to model drawing 1 and et.ress on 
visual ization, accuracy and neat~ness _ 
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Becllanicul Drawi.ng 3 a.nd l( ···"De·velopment drawing, involving layout of sheet 
metal p:.t'tterns snell a s fun.:.: i•,J.s, dus t pans , etc . is an importunt topic in 
the second yea~. Th~ra is llso tbe sub ject of fasteners involving threads 
·o Jlts, set screws~ etc . and ' etail ox-awi.ngs and assembly drawings . 
~~cha.£1·cal Drawi~,U-~Arch1 ~·. ~ ctu.ral dr~wing. with construction cf floor plans 
ole :at ion drawing and. persp.: r.·.tive drawlng, is the subject of thiS course o 
Mecllanicy.l .Uraw~_§.,;(._Z an(JJ. ... '11h is consist s of advanced archi teet ural, d e ta1 
and assembly drawing~ . 
.. ndu~I tul Arts 1~:! Z:'7>~ .. ~:l~ ~rAl:3 ov.roJ..led in ·fjh1s o ourse learn sltill~ in 
u.sin.g tools such as ·,~, ht' ha rner, savv ,. d::i.':~ll and plana in order to o onst:t""u.ot 
use_· .1.1 woc.den articl6s ~ ,_, hey 1:, lso lea.rn how ·~ o drav~ plans and to read blue-
p.:-in~s, In addition, this cm,:c"Se furninhe s puplls wlth a try-·· ou.t experience 
T'or various jobs sue 1 as c ~J.bin •::Jt makinr, a ud carpentry .. 
!ndus trial Art u--rn this c our3a pu..pl ls le8.rn to ufle 'the lathe in turning 
out ~3.S•;lball bats, Limps, ;·ipe stano.s. etioc Pupils learn to sharpe!l th~ 
t've bas~o tools of ·'vhe lut .ht. - parti.I~g tool, small skew , l!l.rge s ~ew, s.mall 
GliUg~,;; :in6. l(;l.rge gaugr~. '1\'11 :; perio-J:fj ectdl W~\~k ctre spent l earning to draw 
plG.n;j r i)J..Ueprint S n!td pa t t ::rns 0 f Cflinders, 
Inr:lustr:l.t1l Arts ~-.-- '.I'he fun.:\amentals of P'-'t·tern rnaldne are st;udied ~ Pupils 
learn to mi:.l.ke pu t terns (wi ~- h wood ) of pQ rts or. industrial machines< All 
tools used in Industriul :.r·ts 1, 2 and. 3 are used to m.ake these putterns . 
Two periods each week are used to drar par·ts of mach1nes c 
Industr ial Arts _ _2-~Pupils u.se the metal workine muchines in this course : 
Instructions are (~1 ven on \~he basic operations or the oetal lathe in turn-
ine out screws, parts ~ etc, l:u:pils learn the basic uses or the milling 
machine in cutting mCJ.terial. PupiJ.s . ~arn to use the Universal Shaper to 
quare metal bloclt:s and clean surfacesG '11hey learn to use the drill press 
tor drilling holes up to 5/8"., Some metal bench work s1J.ch a.a tapping and 
drilling i s done ln claes . After basic knowledee boys build such things 
a.a clanps , nail sets and r ound punches " 
It~du.st 1e.,l Arts 6 ,, 7 nne.\ s .. o.,J.flhese courses are busically 'the aame . .Pu.p11.s · 
c.I6 t~ucht cabine t . .r.;.uld:ng {m.aking of furn iture} , Boys use circular saws , 
b· nd ea a, Jig saws t j ointers ~ plttners , mortiers, sanders, drill prees 
for wood, routers, dovetail figures plus the basic band tools .. ~or all 
projects pupi ls a ·e encouraged to originate and draw the planfl Suoh 
J"'Ojeots as ootfee tables ,. bedside tables ~ bookcases, desks , g m raok3 
:..1.nd sillG.ll cablnets are completed lnstr wtions a:re gt en to teach the 
q12::t.J.~ty OJ. wood , the buying o:r ,_-.ood , price~~, types and the und r. tand.i:1g 
.::.>1' Jit.aterialo • -.~d.. 7isual r.d.d e8 are '1..\f:led 'c.o ·e:.r;:.plain 1.ndns·t.riol3; l·!.lJlbe:i"i:D£; , 
t:. ·ee crowth t- to~ 
~o .1 c par tory Cou~~ 
:to el!" J?_u.:o~t;;..;l_,s..._~ 
Year 
. ... ...1611s - r 
· nch ( l year in Pre~) 3 
, t in 1/2 " " " ) 4 
~ J t"''· J 
u. s . Eistozy 1 
nys1o , Oh mis t r y 
r Biol ogT l 
Pr par torr Co~se tor Pu.pils 
Engli h. 
Latin 
od.ern L 
tath 
guag 
Soi nc 
u st .y 
and ·lunior H. So 
Years Points 
4 i! )-!- 6 
2~ 4·t 
3 6 
1 2 
1 2 
---- ... ............... ......... ...... 
F.l c- . e 4 point , 
L nguag 2 4 
History 1 or 2 2 0~ 4 
th 1 0..,. 2 2 or 4 
... cienco 1 0~ 2 2 0 4 
G neral Cou:ra• 
__(Will adF.rl t to s o1··3 ooll o6e·sl 
Yoars :Pointa 
'English . 
ath 
~angua~e 
. S. !story 
·a enoe 
4 8 
2 1~. 
2 4 
1 2 
1 2 
• 
__ ,__ .. .. _ ....... ._.__ _ 
Blectiv s , 12 points 
History 
Lanp,uar;e 
o.th 
cience 
Fundamentals 
Art . 
1 or 2 
2 or 3 
1 or 2 
1 or 2 
or !!usia 1 
. echanic 1 Drawing 
1 
l 
2 or 4 
4 or 6 
2 or /• 
2 or 4 
2 
2 
2 
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English 
French 
Latin 
!Iath 
Points 
8 
P.hys1c 
Chem1atrr 
U ~ S .Ristory 
M chanical Drawing 
4 
4 
6 
2 
2 
2 
2 
Tee! Pr paratory Course tor pupils 
tram. regular grade anel Junlar B. s ., 
Years f3olnts 
Englisb. 4 . 8 
Modern Le.nguago 2 4 
·!ath 4 s 
Phys cs 
Chemistry 
1 2 
1 2 
U.S ~B1sto 
Mechanical 
1 2 
ra ng 1 2 ..... _ ... ______ ............. ... 
Electives, 4 points 
Language 
Hi s tory 
2 
1 
Nursing Preparatory Cour~e 
Years 
English 4 
Math 2 
Language 2 
U. s . History l 
Biology l 
Chemistry 1 
~robe Democ.(H1st.5} l/2 
....................... -.............. ... 
Electives, 9 points 
4 
2 
Points 
8 
4 
4 
2 
2 
2 
l 
Econom1cs(Biat.6) 1/2 l 
History 1 or 2 2 or 4, 
.
1
. Math 1 ar 2 2 or 4 
·. ~· ~guage 2 ar ~i~ 4 or ~ -> 
Science 1 2 
-------------------------------------·------------------------------------
·J •;r:. • ndam ntals ot Musio , Art and Je~'3hanical ·ora ing may be takl n at any time.; 
r course (though not lis t ed as an F.•-eotive) ~ .!!! eftr!_ eubJec:.:~.o 
I . 
• 
• 
l!:n:;l sh 
th '+ 
I.w1::,uar;e 4 
u • !Us tor 2 ...... 
Science "'. 
------ ----
l':lec t 4 V!'! :J 12 pol.nt,a 
H·1rmony :->r ~ :2 or 4 
.~.~ r. 
.... 4 2 or 8 
echan1col urawinj J. 4 2 or 8 
fli~tory .4. -·3 2 or 6 
1.<-J.neuage ..:: or 3 4 cr 6 
Math l OJ.' 2 2 or 4 
,;.)cicnce 1 or 2 2 0:" 4 
l'raii.ing & 
Oechanical u..ruwinr, 4 2 or 8 
------
College Year .Prep J.~pl 
ench LtitJ Math 1st Uhem. l'hls 
3 2 
4 3 2 
5 4 ; 
6 5 4 
6 5 7 
7 6 1 
g 8 2 
'Iech Pre;Earatorl for Jrl/2 Year Pre:£ Pu;eil 
Y.n ll'rench , !.at in 
l 3 
4 -r ·~ 
I 4 
~--------~---- +----·-r·-+--~.---+-----:-----+-----
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Courses .AT 
Trade Hi gh School for G·irls 
Food. Tra d.es 
Bake Shop 
School Cafeteria 
'rea Room 
Clothing 'l' rades 
Dressmak ing 
::t'o·wer Stitching 
11Iillinery 
Beauty Culture 
~reparat ion for St a te Board of Cosmetology 
e xaminations. 
:Distributive Ed.ucation 
Training in retailing ; s t udy of textile s; f ashion trends 
Show case and window di splay; business ethics. 
Homemaking 
Clothing 
] 'oods 
l~ursery School 
.Printing 
Hand composition; bindery work; stone·work; presswor; 
Foundation work in other shop processes; layout and 
design; l )roofr eading; jour-rtalism; cost estimating . 
Helated Subjects 
First Year - art mathemat ics, nutrition, and home hygien e 
Second Year - food s cience, mathematics 
'l'hird Year - accounting , marketing , a.nd. trade ma,naEement • 
.Academic subject s requi r e d. e a ch year are .i~nglish and 
history. 
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Boys Trade High School Courses 
Courses Offered 
The pre s en t course s offered are t h ose which have a demand 
for skilled workmen. lnc1ustry needs Wf:il-tra ined men and the 
Boys' Trade Hi gh School is desirous to co-oper a te an d fill t hat 
need. The follovling i s the l i s t of course s t aught: Machine :iork, 
J?attern-};iaking , Cabinet-Making , Painting and Wood-Fini shing , 
Carpentry w·ork , Printing , Electrical Work , ~I elding , Sheet Jv etal 
Work, ~lechanical Drawing, .l! lumbing and Auto-Mechanics • . .v:echanica l 
Drawing is open to high school graduates only. 
Academic Re~uirements 
One-half the time of the pupil is devoted to shop work 
along the lines of the trade. Out of the remainder of his 
time, five or six hours per week are devouted to what is 
te:rm~d:~' a:s -.:: sh(!)p ~· te:chnical or instruction in hand work and. the 
underly ing principles of his trade. The re s t of the t i me is 
spen t in the clas srii'Jom where such instruction is given as to 
aid the pupils directly in the life work they have cho s en and 
also to br oaden and discipline thei r courses ; Al gebra, American 
and Industrial Hi s tory, Applied Mathematics, .ii.rithmetic, Book -
k eeping , Civics, Cost Ac eoLtnting , ~glish, Genera l Science, 
Industria l Sagety, Geometry, :h·~echanical and Architectural 
Drawing , Tri gonometry, 1:'hysic s , and }'hysical Training . 
